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Abstract
Conducting background research is a time consuming, yet important, part of every
research endeavor. It includes compiling relevant sources, reading those sources,
and comprehending the information. We find that this information scales rapidly
in the current information age. The use of automated text summarization, among
other techniques (e.g., search engines), helps to improve efficiency in exploring data
by distilling large amounts of information that is becoming prevalent.
For the purpose of summarizing entity and topic interaction in large information
stores, in this dissertation a methodology of automatic entity summarization is
presented. The methodology is broken into three steps: Reading, Assembly, and
Interpretation. In the Reading step, the appropriate information sources are
determined and, subsequently, the interrelated entities are extracted within each
source. Four inputs are necessary in this step: a topic extraction algorithm, a named
entity recognition algorithm, information sources, and property information for the
entities. In the Assembly step, the relationships between entities across sources
is represented through knowledge networks. A trimodal weighted co-occurrence
hypergraph is presented and then projected into unimodal and bimodal graphs.
Finally, in the Interpretation step, graph analytics are presented to summarize
the graphs. A novel diversity heuristic is derived based on information entropy to
compare information diversity in different streams of literature over time.
To test the methodology, three experiments were conducted. Data from the
PubMed Central Open Access Subset, which consisted of 740,418 journal citations
in 4,404 journals, was downloaded on July 14, 2014. The first experiment addressed
the relationship between the size of the information network and the number of
files input into the methodology. It was found that a power law relationship exists,
as shown in linguistic theory. The second experiment addressed the validity of the
methodology in extracting meaningful connections and predicting the top chemicals
using two gold standards. Results indicate that the methodology can be used to
determine the top chemicals and that meaningful connections are those with the
iii

highest weight in the network. Finally, the diversity heuristic was used in the
third experiment to empirically compare the diversity of information in a stream of
articles relating to honeybee research to the diversity of information in a stream
of articles relating to diabetes research. It was seen that the existing heuristic
provides quite noisy results when applied to information networks and that the
new heuristic has better asymptotic properties. This research is among the first
efforts towards building improved literature-based discovery algorithms that are
capable of automating the hypothesis generation process in large literature sets.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
The scientific method is a process of investigating phenomena based on empirical
evidence. The scientific method is often compared to its engineering counterpart:
the engineering design method. While scientists typically study how nature works to
explain phenomena, engineers often create new things. These two methods parallel
each other, as shown in Figure 1.1. Both methods are iterative in nature, where
at any point in the process one might refer to a previous step before continuing.
For example, preliminary analysis may lead back to new inquires in the scientific
method or preliminary prototypes might lead back to redefining the problem in the
engineering design method.
Common to both methods is the need to conduct background research. Conducting background research includes compiling relevant sources, reading those
sources, and comprehending the read information. Conducting background research
is a time consuming task. Many researchers argue that it is the longest step in
most research endeavors. Consider learning about the area of engineering design.
A query using GoogleScholar for engineering design returns over 4 million citations,
including many books. It would take over six 40-hour weeks of pure reading to
speed read 1,000 of these at a pace of one citation per fifteen minutes. This is an
1

Figure 1.1. Steps in the scientific and engineering methods.

infeasible task. It would take additional time to comprehend what was read and to
determine how concepts are linked together. Thus, there is a clear time burden in
conducting background research.
Many tools and techniques are designed to decrease the burden of finding
information, the first step in conducting background research. Search engines,
such as Google, are designed to take queries and rank-order the most relevant
information sources; however, with global scientific output doubling every nine
years (Bornmann & Mutz, 2015), the size of the best subset of sources may
still pose a large time burden. The information science techniques of document
summarization and question answering were developed to automatically provide
document summaries and answers to queries asked by a user given a particular
knowledge base. These techniques are used to reduce the time it takes to read and
comprehend the information gathered in background research, the final steps in
conducting background research. Together, search engines and information science
techniques improve the process of conducting background research by adequately
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finding suitable sources of information, reading the sources, and summarizing the
information within the sources.
Don Swanson (1986) went further than summarizing information when he
developed the literature-based discovery (LBD) methodology. While LBD does
not directly use the aforementioned information science approaches, LBD discovers
latent connections from two seemingly unrelated literature sets. He began his
experimentation by finding two literature sets: one on fish oil and another on
Raynaud’s Syndrome. These two literature sets do not co-cite each other. He
showed that the first set strongly indicates that fish oil reduces blood viscosity.
And, he determined that the second set suggests that patients with Raynaud’s
Syndrome suffer from high blood viscosity. He concluded that fish oil could be
used to treat patients with Raynaud’s Syndrome in his Raynaud’s Syndrome-Fish
Oil Hypothesis (RS-FOH). In this way, LBD is a hypothesis generative algorithm
automatically addressing step three of the scientific method. LBD takes input
from the first two steps of the scientific method, forms an inquiry, and conducts
background research.
Swanson’s intuition is similar to most researchers’. He recognized that it is
necessary to have a good understanding of the background research to be able to
make discoveries. This is akin to the colloquial sayings that “one needs to examine
all sides of a problem” in order to “connect the dots.”
Automated, semantic LBD has become a popular research area in which algorithms are implemented to “connect the dots” between seemingly unrelated areas
of research. Most commonly, LBD is performed in the medical domain where it
was first formulated. While Swanson’s original methodology was done manually,
Cameron et al. (2013) write that their state-of-the-art LBD methodology can
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accurately provide semantic detail for recovering and deconstructing Swanson’s
RS-FOH semi-automatically by analyzing semantic graphs constructed from fulltext literature. This approach shows increases in researchers’ capabilities and the
automation of LBD. As promising as this approach is, the authors argue that their
“graph and semantics-based approach is far from foolproof.” Two limitations in the
generalization of this work are scalability and reliance on well-established ontologies.
Ontologies are formal definitions and naming of the interrelated entities, which
are objects or concepts. Hossain et al. (2012) avoid these issues altogether by not
performing semantic analysis, processing only article abstracts, and ignoring ontological relationships between concepts. Their storytelling algorithm is interesting
in tractably exploring entity-entity networks but still relies too heavily on analysts’
ability to understand entities and to create semantic meaning of the hypotheses
generated by links between entities.
LBD is an interesting area, but an important question remains throughout
LBD-like research: where do you start?

1.1 Motivation
This work is motivated by improving the process of conducting background research. As discussed above, background research is essential to any scientific or
engineering research endeavor, and information science has developed several tools
and techniques to improve the process of conducting background research. These
tools individually focus on particular steps in conducting background research. The
question of what to do with this information remains. Swanson (1986) showed
how this information can be used to find latent relationships. King et al. (2004)
revealed how similar approaches, coupled with many learning heuristics, form the
4

basis of a robot scientist. IBM’s Watson (2015), a question answering system,
demonstrates how contemporary technology in automated reasoning and natural
language processing allows computers to answer open domain questions. Finally,
this information can be used to empirically test how research changes, as is done in
the “science-of-science” (de Solla Price, 1986; Wang, Song, & Barabási, 2013) approaches of bibliometrics and scientometrics (Leydesdorff & Milojević, 2015). These
approaches map the dynamics of how domains and phenomena are interrelated.
These tools and techniques do little to help an analyst understand what the
entities represent and, thus, do not provide sufficient support in where to start the
literature-based discovery process. In other words, there is a need for a technique
that distills large amounts of full-text literature in a manageable, structured way
to facilitate learning about the encompassed entities and their interactions. This
is a precursor to the LBD problem, as it formulates knowledge surrounding the
entities within text that an analyst can use to proceed into LBD approaches. Such a
methodology should draw from the document summarization, information retrieval,
and question answering for generalizability to domains where ontologies are sparse
or remain immature.
Three main challenges exist in developing a methodology for explaining interactions of entities and topics within corpora. The first challenge is finding the
appropriate information sources and, subsequently, automatically identifying the
interrelated entities within each source. This is known as the Reading problem.
The second challenge is in organizing the relationships between entities across
sources. This is known as the Assembly problem. The third challenge is to evaluate
the organized relationships to support LBD, to compare different domains, and
to evaluate the dynamics of the background research. This is referred to as the
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Interpretation problem.

1.2 Problem Description
Every scientific research or engineering design problem is slightly different. Often,
there are unique challenges that need to be overcome. In general, an expert working
outside of his or her domain may encounter the problem of “unknown unknowns”
where it isn’t clear what he or she doesn’t understand. This idea of unknown
unknowns complicates research tasks because refined queries are necessary to search
the wealth of information on the World Wide Web. Inability to create refined
queries leads to a lack of direction and, in some cases, significant time absorbed by
considering information from incorrect research avenues.
This thesis posits that there is potential for a methodology that addresses the
Reading, Assembly, and Interpretation problems to reduce time spent reading
and also presents summarized information in a novel way to researchers. Such a
methodology needs to quantify existing, known relationships from large literature
sets in an automated way. This is useful when 1) learning new topics, 2) surveying
topics (e.g. literature review), and 3) providing empirical evidence of importance
of named entities retrieved from corpora. The three problems are further discussed
below with specific research questions highlighted.
The Reading problem is the systematic extraction of existing entities and topics
within literature. The Reading problem requires natural language processing and
text mining techniques to be able to extract, disambiguate, and normalize entity
mentions within text. There has been extensive work done in this area and several
software packages exist. For this reason, this thesis draws from a number of stateof-the-art packages to perform the automated reading of entities. There has also
6

been extensive work in topic modeling (see Literature Review).
There are two research problems addressed in the Reading problem. The first
looks at exploring large domains. This dissertation posits that analyzing a breadth
of literature to be able to refine results for specific sub-domains is important. For
this reason, we incorporate the use of stop lists into our methodology. The second
research question addressed in this dissertation is how much data is necessary to
summarize sub-domains. We hypothesize that a mathematical model can be found
to relate the amount of information to the number of entities.
The Assembly problem organizes literature content for summarizing entity
and topic interactions. The Assembly problem requires mathematical techniques
that can handle interactions between different modes of information. There has
been extensive work in modeling information flow using network science and
graph theory (these terms and their notation are used interchangeably in this
dissertation). Several decisions are needed in order to develop information summary
networks, including the representation of nodes, edges, weights, and dynamics. The
research problem addressed in the Assembly problem is how the network of entities,
documents, and topics will be modeled and, subsequently, partitioned based on
filtering of entities, documents, and/or topics.
The Interpretation problem tries to distill meaning from the entities, topics,
and their interaction within documents. This answers the research question of how
to use the results. It is clear from the Assembly problem that existing network
measures one way to analyze and compare information summaries; however, an open
research question is how to compare the diversity of information within summaries.
For this reason, particular emphasis is placed on mathematically defining diversity
within information summary networks and showing how diversity can be used to
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compare different topic-based summaries.
On the whole, the problem addressed in this thesis is in the formulation of a
methodology of automatic topic and entity extraction, assembly into networks, and
interpretation using new measures.

1.3 Approach
In this work, we investigate improving the analytics used in studying large literature
corpora. We explore literature results from 740,418 full-text journal files in the
area of biomedical and life sciences literature. These files come from the PubMed
Central Open Access Subset (PMCOAS). In our experimentation, we evaluate
co-occurrence relationships of chemical entities and extracted keywords. Topic
models are not used for tractability reasons but, in future work, we argue the
improvement semantic analysis and topic modeling will provide. To avoid the
challenges of NLP and NER, we make use of existing state-of-the-art software in
the experimental results insofar as possible. This frees us to focus on developing
an analytic suite for analyzing the relationship dynamics of named entities in large
corpora. We choose to use networks (graphs) to investigate relationship dynamics
because substantial metrics and approaches exist in network science. We present a
modified version of the Stirling diversity measure for LBD graphs.
We perform three experiments using the PubMed Central Open Access Subset
corpus. In our first experiment, we address the question of how much data should
be used to summarize. We look at this from many different angles. In our
second experiment, we validate and verify the results from looking at the area of
chemotherapy. In particular, we validate the results from the Reading and Assembly
problems by comparing them with external literature sources and to gold standard
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lists of chemicals from the American Cancer Society and World Health Organization.
Finally, in our third experiment, we compare chemical information summaries from
different areas and discuss how to use the diversity heuristic developed herein.

1.4 Uniqueness and Contribution
The process of splitting the design problem down into three automated steps comes
from the underlying idea of the DARPA Big Mechanism BAA. To our knowledge,
however, this work is the first of its kind to present these three steps in automated
entity summarization.

1.4.1 Reading
The steps taken to extract named entities are common in information retrieval. The
algorithms used in this work represent the state-of-the-art in chemical and material
recognition. The contribution in this step is the application of these algorithms to
740,418 literature files, the resultant discussion of cleaning the results to improve
subsequent analyses, and the trends found relating the number of chemicals to the
number of files. Also, no existing chemical stop lists were found in literature.
Results indicate that this methodology is able to provide empirical rankings of
chemicals associated with surrogates for concepts or topic areas. This methodology
is validated by exploring the chemicals collocated with chemotherapy and show how
this matches what is published annually in the WHO Essential List of Medicines.
Results provide empirical rankings of these chemicals for chemotherapy, while the
WHO Essential List of Medicines provides no such ranking.
Multiple power relationships and power-law distributions were found to exist
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within the corpora. The distribution of the number of mentions of chemicals
and the distribution of the number of mentions of keywords were both found to
follow a power-law distribution. These distributions help explain the emergence of
scale free collocation networks. A power relationship was discovered between the
number of files and the number of unique chemicals discussed. This relationship was
found throughout the entire corpus, over 30 topic-partitioned corpora, randomlypartitioned corpora, and the journal-partitioned corpus. This result has a large
impact in the design of studies and search engines. In particular, the power
relationship predicts the number of additional files needed to, for example, double
the number of chemicals given an observed number of unique chemicals within a
number of files.

1.4.2 Assembly
The use of three-mode networks has not been explicitly discussed in automated entity
summarization. Results show that these networks are a convenient representation
for this data and argue their effectiveness over conventional methods. Three-mode
networks have been studied in other areas (e.g. social media, physics) and this
work draws upon them. We combine approaches to aggregate entity and topic data
within large corpora with approaches to weight links and to partition graphs in a
way not found in literature.

1.4.3 Interpretation
This dissertation improves network science based measures by adapting Stirling’s
diversity framework for networks. We discuss how the three components of diversity
can be mapped to network properties. Finally, we prove that the Rao-Stirling
10

diversity heuristic has an unfavorable asymptotic bound for use in information
summary networks and present a novel diversity heuristic that we argue has better
performance.

1.5 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2, literature is surveyed to summarize research done in related fields.
In Chapter 3, the methodology is described as a workflow at a high-level and the
experimentation is summarized to explain how the methodology is tested using
the PubChem Open Access subset and verified using Swanson’s original DFO-RS
hypothesis. In Chapter 4, the Reading problem is presented in detail. In Chapter
5, the Assembly problem is presented including the tri-modal network structure,
the projection of the tri-modal network into bimodal and unimodal networks, and
the use of content streams to partition large networks. In Chapter 6, the analytical
framework is presented with a focus on developing mathematical representations of
chemical portfolios to answer the Interpretation problem. Chapter 7 applies the
methodology to Swanson’s corpus to recover the DFO-RS hypothesis. Conclusions
and future work are in Chapter 8.

1.6 Note
This work is original in content. We tried to be as faithful as possible to the
literature and referenced all previous work relating to our work. Any omission is
only accidental and not intentional. As is always true, no research is ever complete.
In this work, we have tried to merge many into one methodology while being
forthright with where our ideas stem from.
11

Chapter 2 |
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The methodology formulated and tested in this dissertation performs automatic entity summarization by reading entity and topic data, assembling summary networks,
and interpreting the networks. In this chapter, literature is reviewed in relevant
research topics. Additional literature is presented throughout the development of
the methodology as necessary to explain specific finer points in detail and reference
where ideas come from that are beyond the scope of this Chapter. This Chapter is
organized into the following sections: Automatic Text Summarization, Information
Extraction and Information Retrieval in Text, Cheminformatics and PMCOAS,
and Network Science.

2.2 Automatic Text Summarization
Automatic text summarization is the process of using a computer to create summaries of textual information that capture the most important points of the original
text. A summary is a “reductive transformation of source text to summary text
12

through content reduction selection and/or generalization on what is important in
the source” (Spärck Jones, 2007). Summaries are presented in both textual and
visual ways. The goal of these summaries is to present interesting information in a
minimally redundant way for faster information processing.
Automatic text summarization is a subset of automatic summarization. Automatic summarization includes the summarization of other forms of data: image,
video, and audio data. For brevity, we limit our discussion to text summarization
as this methodology doesn’t process images, video, or audio.
Many great reviews of automatic text summarization exist. Spärck Jones (2007)
gives a great review of state of the art in text summarization. (Ji et al., 2013)
discuss many of the open problems that remain in the area of text summarization
for multiple documents. (Mishra et al., 2014) give a systematic review of text
summarization in the biomedical domain. These articles contain hundreds of
references and detailed histories of the text summarization field and its applications.
This section focuses only on the information and background needed to perform
the research in this dissertation and the interested reader should refer to their
comprehensive treatment of the subject.
The rest of this section is separated as follows. First, we provide background
and conceptual information in the area of automatic text summarization. Next, we
discuss related work in both visual summaries and the biomedical domain. Finally,
we discuss the challenges in validating and verifying summarization algorithms.

2.2.1 Background
There are, broadly speaking, two approaches to text summarization: extractive
and abstractive. These approaches are explained in greater detail below.
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Most text summarization research has focused on extractive methods where
snippets from multiple documents are put together to summarize important features
in the text. The snippets can be words, phrases, sentences, or multiple sentences
(e.g., paragraphs). In this way, the machine extracts objects from the collection
without modifying the objects. Examples of this are in keyphrase extraction to
tag texts (Turney, 2000, 2003; Witten, Paynter, Frank, Gutwin, & Nevill-Manning,
1999; Zhao et al., 2011) and document summarization to develop short paragraph
or snippet summaries (Carbonell & Goldstein, 1998; Carenini, Cheung, & Pauls,
2013; Goldstein, Mittal, Carbonell, & Kantrowitz, 2000; Mani & Bloedorn, 1997).
Abstractive techniques, those that synthesize new sentences after parsing documents, are less commonly developed because of the added difficulty in abstracting
text (Spärck Jones, 2007). However, these areas have been gaining momentum with
the shift towards semantic processing in the last ten years. An important distinction between abstractive techniques and extractive techniques is that abstractive
techniques can use words or phrases that were not present in the original text.

2.2.2 Biomedical Text Summarization
Biomedical text summarization is an emerging application area for text summarization. Clinicians and clinical researchers need to navigate through the vast amounts
of information and health record data to generate hypotheses; thus, advances in
information retrieval and text summarization have high impact in reducing information overload and improving healthcare practices (Pluye, Grad, Dunikowski, &
Stephenson, 2005).
Several trends have emerged in biomedical text summarization. These were
systematically reviewed by Mishra et al. (2014). It was found that of 10,786
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retrieved studies only 34 met the strict inclusion criteria that consisted of five
dimensions: input, purpose, output, method, and evaluation. All studies were
published between 2000 and October of 2013. Natural language processing was done
in 50% of studies and machine learning mixed with natural language processing was
done in 44% of studies. The majority of studies (82%) used text representations
of summaries while the rest (18%) used graphical approaches. An earlier review
by Afantenos, Karkaletsis, and Stamatopoulos (2005) included no abstractive
methods. The more recent review from Mishra et al. (2014) had 24% of studies
that used abstractive methods. The authors point out that the shift towards
abstractive methods is likely due to the availability of more publicly available,
knowledge rich natural language processing tools (e.g., PubMed Central, the UMLS
(Humphreys, Lindberg, Schoolman, & Barnett, 1998), MetaMap (Aronson & Lang,
2010), SemRep (Rindflesch & Fiszman, 2003), and cTAKES (Savova et al., 2010).
Mishra et al. (2014) noted the following gaps in biomedical text summarization:
1. Lack of publicly available or machine-generated reference standards. There is a heavy dependence on quality annotated corpora and
reference standards. The evaluation methods and studies are myopic in
nature because they rely on time-consuming gold standards that are not
generalizable to other domains by future researchers.
2. Reliance on English documents. Few studies looked at documents in
other languages.
3. Focus on textual presentation only. Few approaches developed visual
representations of text summaries and these could be useful in the future.
4. Scarcity of extrinsic evaluations. No study was assessed in patient care
15

or research settings. This suggests that the systems are not mature enough
for deployment in routine workflows where the impact of such systems on
users’ decision-making performance and patient outcomes.
We conclude this section by reviewing a few of the selected papers from Mishra et
al. (2014). They all have the co-author of M. Fiszman in common, who, incidentally,
is a co-author of (Mishra et al., 2014). Fiszman, Demner-Fushman, Kilicoglu, and
Rindflesch (2009); Fiszman, Rindflesch, and Kilicoglu (2004, 2006) and Workman,
Fiszman, and Hurdle (2012) developed and applied a semantic abstraction technique
to multiple documents relying heavily on SemRep (Rindflesch & Fiszman, 2003)
and the UMLS (Humphreys et al., 1998). This work focuses on building summaries
of medical conditions for evidence-based medicine. Research was compared to gold
standards and evaluated using surveys of medical professionals. A Java interface is
developed that shows semantic graphs as visual summaries. For example, a visual
summary of panic disorder shows various treatments and the document frequency
of the “TREATS” semantic relationship within a 300 MEDLINE abstract corpus.
This work was followed up by Zhang et al. (2011) and Zhang, Fiszman, Shin,
Wilkowski, and Rindflesch (2013) to show how graph theoretic measures and
approaches could be used to reduce graph size and find the most important relationships. Two things are noted here, degree centrality was used to rank the importance
of nodes and frequency measures are used to weight the semantic links. These links
are subsequently used to create clusters that surround around a particular disorder
or medical condition of interest. An example visual is given for schizophrenia where
there are four manually marked clusters of surrounding information related to:
etiology, procedure treatment, drug treatment, and disease comorbidities. The
largest drawback of this work is that it is not scalable (e.g., the largest test included
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18,007 citations) nor does it utilize the full-text of the work.

2.2.3 Validation and Verification Challenges
Inherently, text summarization is a vague task. Importance is a relative concept
that depends upon the context of the problem and its subjective characterization.
This implies that the use of well-defined statistics is challenging, unlike the areas
of information extraction and information retrieval. Spärck Jones (2007) reviews
several of the ways that have traditionally been used to evaluate text summarization algorithms while commenting that they of them are flawed. We adopt her
categorization scheme of evaluation approaches here.
Spärck Jones (1998; 2001; 2007) crafted the way that text summarization is
evaluated and explored. In this work, text summarization is shown to depend on
three items: system structure, summarizing factors, and evaluation elements and
levels. The system structure determines how the source text is to be represented,
transformed, and, subsequently, presented. The summarizing factors discuss the
various types of input (e.g., news article, fiction story), types of purpose (e.g.,
educational, entertainment), and types of output (e.g., bulleted list, paragraph,
visualization). The evaluation elements and levels determine if the evaluation is
intrinsic or extrinsic. These elements and levels are discussed in detail to support
the evaluation process used in this work.
As stated, there are two types of evaluation: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic
evaluation is the process of testing how well a particular model meets its own
objectives. An extrinsic evaluation measures the functional effectiveness of a model
in the context it was created.
To exemplify the difference between these evaluation approaches consider linear
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regression. Intrinsic evaluation of a linear regression model is the use of the R2
statistic, while extrinsic evaluation is the use of the model on real data after its
development. Sometimes both evaluations are done when using approaches such as
cross-validation.
It is important for a process to be intrinsically and extrinsically evaluated insofar
as possible. Spärck Jones (2007) suggests that “summaries may be intrinsically
evaluated against their ability to deliver well-formed discourse, or extrinsically
evaluated against a setup requirement for summaries that can replace full scientific
articles for information review by busy researchers.” The issue here is that finding
situations where such extrinsic evaluation can be performed is challenging. It is
unlikely that busy researchers will agree to perform summarization testing when
mistakes are costly (e.g., the medical domain, see Mishra et al., 2014). Thus, the
majority of research remains somewhat stuck in the use of small-scale intrinsic
evaluation.
With this in mind, the possible ways to evaluate a summary include: quality,
concept capture, gold standards, and baselines or benchmarks. Quality answers
the first question of a summary: is it understandable? Quality refers to different
tests for textual and visual summaries. In textual summaries quality refers to the
concern of sentence well-formedness (e.g., grammar). In visual summaries quality
refers to the readability of figures that stems from constraints on space, color,
shape, etc. As Marcu and Gerber (2001) point out, quality is not a useful system
discriminator; however, quality can be used to determine if a particular approach
satisfies some minimum threshold of acceptability.
The second concern about a summary is whether it captures the key concepts
in the source or not. This question is even less straightforward than quality. It
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requires a strict definition of what a key concept is and how it should be extracted.
This is challenging because key concepts are often involved in complex relationships
within and across various levels of text (e.g., sentences, paragraphs, documents,
domains). Salience becomes a level-based and perspective-based issue. For example
of perspective-based, capturing key concepts recent events from the news is entirely
different for entertainment and economic magazines because the informational
entities and the relationships types vary differently (e.g., celebrity divorces vs.
foreign leader illnesses). In essence, human judgement is wedded to concept salience
and using multiple judges of importance has been shown to have issues because the
instruction to find important content is unavoidably vague (Spärck Jones, 2007). It
is possible to use question answering type approaches (Mani et al., 2002; Minel,
Nugier, & Piat, 1997; Teufel, 2001), yet the sheer enormity of available content
makes the selection of questions context and purpose dependent.
Gold-standard evaluation provides compelling arguments to the performance of
a summarization approach by answering the question: does it summarize as well
as an exemplary summary? An alternative to this question is: does it summarize
as well as a baseline or benchmark summary? Baselines and benchmarks are used
in studies when no alternative approach exists or to show that a new approach
performs better than a state-of-the-art approach. Simple baselines include random
selection, distributional selection, and other simple rule-based systems. This work
will utilize many of these evaluation procedures throughout. It should be noted
that the majority of these approaches are not completed using null hypothesis
significance testing (NHST). NHST is a standard in most research because it provides
quantitative, statistical support for determining the likelihood of a hypothesis being
rejected or not.
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2.3 Information Extraction and Information Retrieval
in Text Mining
Information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE) differ in their objectives.
IR seeks to obtain information resources relevant to an information need (e.g., query)
from a collection by using meta-data or text from the resources in the collection. IE
seeks to capture structured information from unstructured documents in the form of
salient facts about predetermined events, entities, and relationships. IE and IR can
be considered tools used in text mining (TM), the process of detecting and analyzing
patterns within text. TM includes typical tasks such as: categorizing or clustering
documents (IR) for subsequent use by search engines; entity extraction and relation
modeling (IE) for pattern recognition, disambiguation, and thesauri/taxonomy
development; lexical analysis of words or phrases; and, single or multi-document
summarization. Many contemporary TM systems employ both IE and IR techniques.
Relevant ares of TM include, vector space models for and term frequency-inverse
document frequency weighting, literature based discovery, topic models, word
frequencies and stop lists, and chemical text mining. These are introduced in the
subsections below.

2.3.1 Vector Spaces and Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency
A common storage format for IR data is the inverted file structure (IFS). An IFS
keeps track of the existence of features within each of the documents. IFSs are well
represented by vector space models. In vector space models, a document collection
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composed of m documents indexed by n terms can be represented by an m × n
term-document matrix, A. This arrangement is chosen because there are usually
more documents in the space than there are features of interest. This can be
more convenient for some computer software. The n columns represent the feature
vectors and the m rows represent the document vectors. aij , the elements of A,
are the weights that assign feature j to document i. These weights are most often
computed by the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting
measure.
The TF-IDF measure has roots from Spärck Jones (1972), when the idea of
inverse document frequency (IDF) was first introduced. At that time it was widely
known that frequent features in a document could be used to return relevant results
when classifying documents for IR. However, the idea of IDF was that the features
present in too many documents were not useful and should be deprioritized. IDF
was shown to be successful in improving IR systems and has been coupled with
term frequency (TF) ever since. TF-IDF can be used to compute each element of
aij . Let each element aij be defined as:

aij = lij gj di

(2.1)

where lij is the local weight for feature j occurring in document i, gj is the global
weight for feature j in the corpus, and di is the document normalization factor.
Let χ(y) = 1 if y ≥ 1 and 0 otherwise, fij be the number of times that feature
j appears in document i, and let pij = Pfijfij . Then the popular weight formulas
i

(Berry & Browne, 2005) are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Term frequency-inverse document frequency components for the elements
aij = lij gj di .

Component

Symbol

Name

Formula

lij
lij

B
l

χ(fij )
log(1 + fij )

lij

N

lij
gj

T
X

Binary
Logarithmic
Augmented normalized
term Frequency
Term frequency
None

gj

E

Entropy

fij
1 

P

1+
(p
log(p
))
/
log
m
ij
i ij

gj
gj
gj

F
G
N

Inverse document frequency
Gfldf
Normal

log m/ i χ(fij )
P
P
χ(fij )/ i χ(fij )
iq
P
2
1/
i χ(fij )





0.5 χ(fij ) + (fij /maxk fik )



gj

P

Probabilistic inverse

log

di
di

x
c

None
Cosine

1q





P

m−

P

i

 P

χ(fij ) /

i



χ(fij )

2
i (gj lij )

P

2.3.2 Literature Based Discovery
Don Swanson introduced the idea of literature-based discovery in 1986 with his
famous discovery that fish oil could be used as a treatment for Raynaud’s disease
(Swanson, 1986). That work showed how 25 biomedical articles about particular
blood changes associated with fish oil can provide knowledge on ameliorating
Raynaud’s disease as described by 34 other articles. In particular, fish oil (C) was
shown to reduce blood viscosity (B) and patients with Raynaud’s disease (A) may
have high blood viscosity (B). The AB and BC relationships were clearly delineated
in the literature while the latent AC relationship was not found anywhere. This
seminal work suggested that there exists a chain of reasoning that implicitly ties
two seemingly distinct areas of research together. Once this chain of reasoning
is understood the connection of the research becomes apparent. The challenging
component of this is that there were virtually no shared references, co-citations,
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bibliographic coupling, or statistical association of the descriptors of the two corpora
Swanson investigated (Swanson, 1987).
A limitation in the generalization of LBD is the strict reliance on well established
ontologies. Medical ontologies have a long history (some sources here) and have
been used in many ways (other sources here). Other research domains are slowly
pushing towards the development of ontologies to organize domain-based semantic
information relationships. In chemistry, there is the Chemical Methods Ontology,
the Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI), and the Chemical Information
Ontology (CHEMINF). In medicine, Samwald et al. (2011) give a good overview
of the many semantic databases. The US National Library of Medicine has the
UMLS (Humphreys et al., 1998) (see above) that contains services, such as SemRep
(Rindflesch & Fiszman, 2003), a semantic prediction extractor for text. Cameron et
al. (2013) utilized this service to conduct their experimentation on their methodology.
But, not all fields have access to mature ontologies yet.
LBD systems traditionally use a start-concept and look for latent associations
with a target-concept or use a start-target concept pair to search for novel associations (Swanson, 1986). This process requires an analyst to have a familiarity with
the start-concept at a minimum. Current, algorithms avoid this issue by randomly
generating start- and target-concepts then investigating the developed connections
for impact (Hossain et al., 2012). We believe there is room for additional automatic
text summarization analyses to bolster the approach when a researcher is unfamiliar
with a content domain.
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2.3.3 Quesiton Answering and Topic Models
Text mining is a field rich with many dedicated competitions, conferences, journals,
and text books. Jurafsky and Martin (2000) and Feldman and Sanger (2007)
provide introductory texts to natural language processing and text mining, respectively. Import areas for this work include question answering, automatic text
summarization, and topic modeling. Automatic text summarization was discussed
above.
Questing answering is a task that queries databases, often knowledge bases, to
return ranked lists of answers to input questions. Question answering draws heavily
from the work down in information retrieval and natural language processing. From
information retrieval it adopts efficient techniques for indexing and searching large
collections of data and from natural language processing it incorporates semantic
processing of text to derive meaning.
Finding topics within corpora, collections of documents, is known as topic
modeling in the information retrieval community. Many techniques exist including bag-of-words, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), and
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (Hofmann, 1999).

2.3.4 Word Frequencies and Stop Lists
Determining word frequencies is a common task in text mining. Zipf showed that
words often follow a specific power law distribution known as the Zipf distribution.
In particular, Zipf (1949) showed that a word’s frequency is proportional to the
inverse of its rank in a frequency table. These distributions gave rise to determining
stop words within corpora. Stop words are the most frequent words within text
that offer little to natural processing of language; however, these words are clearly
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important to the corpus as they are the most frequent. There are many existing
English language stop word collections and there is no universal list that will work
in all situations. They can vary in length from shorter (e.g., 100 words) to much
longer (e.g., 10,000 words) depending on the desired balance between speed and
accuracy.

2.4 Cheminformatics and PMCOAS
Text mining, analysis, and knowledge discovery using journal articles are not new
to chemistry. Most recently, BioCreative-IV held a chemical compound and drug
name recognition task that asked teams of researchers to 1) return a ranked set of
chemical entities described within documents, and, 2) provide a location for each
chemical entity mention within a document. Also, commercial products, such as
ChemAxon, now give text mining results. There are several tasks in which text
mining can provide useful results; however, the most commonly studied task is
chemical named entity recognition. Vazquez (2011) reviews the methods, tools, and
applications of chemical named entity recognition and text mining in chemistry
with a focus on medicinal chemistry applications. With a more general outlook,
Chen (2006) gives a lengthy history of computers in chemistry focusing on the
development of the field of cheminformatics, in which part of it discusses historical
issues and applications of text in chemistry research.

2.4.1 PubMed Central Open Access Subset Mining
In this dissertation the PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMCOAS) is explored
to show what can be learned from investigating large amounts of chemical literature
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in an empirical, objective way. PMCOAS is open access and contains articles
from biomedical and life sciences literature. Experts from other areas may wish
to explore other literature corpora or create their own. Each problem context will
determine the appropriate literature to study and, as such, it is out of scope to
develop a universal literature corpus here. PMCOAS is part of the total collection
of articles in PubMed Central. The articles in PMCOAS are protected by copyright
and made available by Creative Commons or similar licenses. PMCOAS excludes all
articles that are subject to traditional copyright restrictions but are freely available.
For an up-to-date and complete listing of the uses, licenses, and restrictions placed
on PMCOAS please see (National Library of Medicine n.d.). A number of articles
that have used the PMCOAS were found. Much of this research has focused on
information extraction and retrieval techniques including ontology development
(Fink, Kushch, Williams, & Bourne, 2008), text search (Agarwal, Yu, & Kohane,
2011; Fink et al., 2008; Gerner, Nenadic, & Bergman, 2010a; Gerner, Sarafraz,
Bergman, & Nenadic, 2012; Haeussler, Gerner, & Bergman, 2011; Hearst et al., 2007;
Névéol, Doğan, & Lu, 2010; Névéol, Wilbur, & Lu, 2011; Sun et al., 2010), named
entity recognition (Gerner, Nenadic, & Bergman, 2010b; Southan & Stracz, 2013;
Thomas, Starlinger, Vowinkel, Arzt, & Leser, 2012), and figure search and tagging
(Hearst et al., 2007; Kim & Yu, 2011; Xu, McCusker, & Krauthammer, 2008).
Some articles use these techniques for particular studies such as high-throughput
screening (Han, Suzek, Wang, & Bryant, 2010; Li, Wang, & Bryant, 2009; Weis,
Visco, & Faulon, 2008), while others focus on software development for wide-spread
use (Baran, Gerner, Haeussler, Nenadic, & Bergman, 2011; Canny, Cruz, Southern,
& Griffin, 2012; Southan & Stracz, 2013). The reviews Lu (2011); Zhu et al. (2013)
discuss this work and many other uses of PubMed’s services. However, what seems
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to be missing is a process for summarizing the chemistry in particular research areas.
This will be most useful in quickly understanding a topic’s chemical portfolio.

2.4.2 Chemical Named Entity Recognition
The automated reading of chemical literature is difficult for multiple reasons.
Eltyeb and Salim (2014) provide a review of the struggles of information retrieval
in chemistry from chemical documents by exploring advances in chemical named
entity recognition (NER). In this review they argue that the largest challenge
of NER in chemistry is the lack of a standardized naming convention. As an
example of these issues consider that a systematic name can include multiple
variations on hyphens, such as 1,1- and 1-1-. As another example consider that
aspirin is also correctly labeled acetylsalicylic acid, and 2-(acetoxy)benzoic acid
among other names. Rzepa (2013) argues in addition to naming convention issues,
chemistry journals do not have standardized data disposition standards. Optical
Chemical Structure Recognition (OCSR) is one approach to mining figures (Algorri,
Zimmermann, Friedrich, Akle, & Hofmann-Apitius, 2007) and using tools like Xpdf
and PDFBox are another (Choudhury et al., 2013).
Eltyeb and Salim (2014) discuss all of the current approaches in chemical NER.
They present the benefits and drawbacks of using the various tools that exist in
literature.There are multiple open source software packages that provide cNER
and databases that further promote normalization, disambiguation, and chemical
property association with chemical mentions in text (Hawizy, Jessop, Adams, &
Murray-Rust, 2011; Jessop, Adams, Willighagen, Hawizy, & Murray-Rust, 2011;
Rocktäschel, Weidlich, & Leser, 2012). Chemspot2.0 is a state-of-the art approach
to chemical NER that is publically accessible (Rocktäschel et al., 2012). OSCAR4,
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another state-of-the-art software, was developed by researchers that are part of
Blue Obelisk, a group of scientists who promote open data, open source, and open
standards in cheminformatics (Guha et al., 2006; O’Boyle et al., 2011).
Aside from algorithms for chemical NER, Blue Obelisk scientists have produced
algorithms to handle chemical property, structure similarity, visualization, and file
format handling (Beisken et al., 2013; O’Boyle & Hutchison, 2008; Truszkowski
et al., 2011). These are just some of the open source tools in cheminformatics.
Open source tools in chemistry are too numerous to cover here. The interested
reader should refer to the explanation by Todd of open access and open source in
chemistry (Todd, 2007). Here, instead, we discuss three main open source toolkits
for cheminformatics are OpenBable (C++), the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK)
(Java), and the RDKit (C++). In 2008, O’Boyle and Hutchison introduced an
open source cheminformatics module in Python that provides a common interface
to OpenBable, the CDK, and the RDKit (O’Boyle & Hutchison, 2008). Cinfony
allows users to take advantage of all three approaches knowing only one library.
OpenBabel allows users to “search, convert, analyze, or store data from molecular
modeling, chemistry, solid-state materials, biochemistry, or related areas.” The CDK
focuses on structural cheminformatics and bioinformatics through construction of
2D diagrams, 3D rendering, input/output handling, virtual screening, structural
modeling, chemical graph representation and analysis, and structure generators.
The RDKit is a collection of cheminformatics and machine-learning software written
in C++ and Python that cover a majority of computer-aided structure research
tasks. Some of these tasks include, for example, substructure searching, chemical
transformations, chemical reaction representation and searching, and a variety of
physical property predictions.
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2.5 Network Science
In this section, background in network science and graph theory is presented. These
are large fields and the reader is referred to the excellent resources by M. Newman
(2010) and Jackson (2010). This work draws from research using graphs and
networks so the terms from both areas are used interchangeably. In particular, this
dissertation uses the terms “network” and “graph” interchangeably.

2.5.1 Background
Let V = {v1 , ..., vn } be the set of nodes that are involved in a network of relationships.
Nodes are also called vertices, individuals, agents, or players depending on the
setting. Nodes represent the entities that are involved in relationships in a network
or graph.
Let E be the set of edges (also called links) represented by tuples of two or
more nodes that indicates a relationship between the nodes in a tuple. In the vast
majority of research, edges are pairs of nodes; however, in a portion of this research
edges consisting of three nodes are used. When edges contain more than two nodes
they are sometimes labeled hyperedges. As such, the resultant graph is labeled a
hypergraph. Hypergraphs are discussed last. Unless explicitly stated, all graphs
in this work are not hypergraphs. Edges can have direction. Directed edges have
a source and target node. This is used when edges are not reciprocal. Edges can
also be weighted. Edges are counted in units of hops when describing the distance
between two nodes in a network. Unless otherwise specified, in this work edges are
assumed to be between two nodes, unweighted, and undirected.
Let G = (V, E), be a graph (network) composed of nodes in V and edges
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between the nodes in E. In this work, multiple edges and self-edges are ignored. E
can be represented as a real-valued v × v matrix, A, known as an adjacency matrix.
A graph is unweighted when the values in A are binary and the graph is weighted
otherwise. An undirected graph has a symmetric adjacency matrix. A may be
stored as an adjacency list, which is convenient when A is sparse.
Γ(i), the neighborhood of a node i, is the set of nodes that i is linked to:

Γ(i) = {j|(i, j) ∈ E}.

(2.2)

This definition can be extended to nodes that are larger than one hop (one edge)
away. Specifically, the k-neighborhood of i is defined as

Γk (i) = Γ(i) ∪

 [



Γk−1 (j) .

(2.3)

j∈Γ(i)

The degree of a node is the number of edges that involve that node, which is
the cardinality of the node’s neighborhood. For a directed network, the in-degree
and out-degree are specified separately.
Many problems in graph theory make use of paths, walks, and cycles. A path is
a sequence of edges that moves from a starting node to some ending node without
repeating nodes. A walk is a path that may repeat nodes throughout the sequence
of edges. A walk that starts and ends at the same node is a cycle. Shortest paths,
known as geodesics, are used in many calculations in network science. The shortest
path between two nodes is calculated in hops or by using edge weights. In this
work, we use mean shortest path length to determine how easily information can
travel throughout a network. We do not use walks nor cycles directly.
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2.5.2 Common Measures
Common descriptive measures for networks include the number of nodes, the
number of edges, the density of the network, the diameter of the network, the
average degree of a node, the degree distribution, the average path length, and
the average clustering coefficient. The density of a network is the ratio of number
existing edges to possible edges,

2|E|
.
N (N −1)

The diameter of a network is the longest

shortest path calculated in hops. The clustering coefficient for a node is the ratio of
existing edges connecting a node’s neighbors to each other to the maximum possible
number of such links. The average clustering coefficient is simply the average of
each node’s clustering coefficient.
Nodes are often measured with respect to their centrality in a network. There
are several centrality measures. The most common ones are degree centrality, eigenvector centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, and Katz centrality.
In this work we use degree centrality as a way to rank nodes. For this reason
we define degree centrality. The interested reader is referred to (Jackson, 2010;
M. Newman, 2010).
Degree centrality counts the number of links incident upon a node. It can
be weighted or unweighted and directed or undirected depending on the network
structure. Table shows the weighted, undirected degree centrality measure. Using
degree centrality, pi is calculated by dividing each node’s degree by the total degree
in the network. Degree centrality of a node i in a co-occurrence, information
network is a function of the number of other nodes i is connected to.
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2.5.3 Graph Mining
Graph mining is a popular research area that deals with such research problems
as detecting abnormalities (outliers); generating synthetic but realistic networks;
partitioning, filtering, and projecting graphs; and, grouping of nodes and sub-graphs.
There is an excellent review of the area from Chakrabarti and Faloutsos (2006).
Graph mining has tried to answer what patterns can be extracted from real
world graphs. A common pattern that appears in many areas is the existence of
power laws. Faloutsos (1999) showed that there exists a power law distribution
in the routers on the internet. A power law exists between two variables x and y
when:
y(x) = kxγ

(2.4)

where k and γ are positive constants. Clearly, when x is 0 then y is 0. Power laws
such as these have been shown to exist in many areas of graph analysis. The World
Wide Web graph (Brin, Motwani, Page, & Winograd, 1998; Kleinberg, Kumar,
Raghavan, Rajagopalan, & Tomkins, 1999) and citation graph of scientific literature
(Redner, 1998) are two examples of this.
Another common graph property of real world networks is that they have small
diameters. Milgram (1967) is probably the earliest evidence of this with his famous
experiment using chain letters and random participants throughout the United
States. He found that on average 6 hops was needed to get the letter from the
participant to the target, which is surprising considering the large population of
the US. The diameter is sometimes not robust to outliers so an effective diameter is
used. Unlike the diameter, the effective diameter is the minimum number of hops
in which some fraction of all connected pairs of nodes can reach each other (Tauro,
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Palmer, Siganos, & Faloutsos, 2001).
Clustering and community structure are two important aspects in mining graphs.
A community is a set of nodes where each node is closer to the other nodes within
the community than to the nodes outside of the community (2006). This has
been shown to be especially true for social networks. Determining community
structure in networks has involved many different approaches. A great review paper
is (Fortunato, 2010).
In this work we utilize modularity-based clustering to determine communities
in a graph (M. E. Newman & Girvan, 2004). Modularity can be written as done in
(Fortunato, 2010):
Q=

1 X
(Aij − Pij δ(Ci , Cj ))
2m ij

(2.5)

where the sum runs over all pairs of nodes, A is the adjacency matrix, m is the
number of edges, Pi j is the expected number of edges between vertices i and j
in the null model, and δ is one if i and j are in the same community and zero
otherwise.
A typical null model requires that the expected degree sequence matches the
actual degree sequence. This leads to the form of modularity that is often used in
practice
Q=

nc
X
lc

[

c=1

m

−



dc 
]
2m

(2.6)

where nc is the number of clusters, lc is the number of edges in cluster c, and dc is
the sum of the degrees of the nodes in c (Fortunato, 2010).
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Chapter 3 |
Automated Information Networks
Methodology
In this chapter the methodology and its mathematical formulations are presented.
First, an overview is given that describes the solution methodology. Then, in
subsequent sections, the Reading, Assembly, and Interpretation problems are
discussed in-depth.

3.1 Methodology Overview
The methodology for exploring literature is shown in Figure 3.1. First, a large
number of documents are collected to create a corpus. This corpus should be
large enough to exhaustively sample the area(s) of focus. Selection of the corpus
is left up to a researcher, but with more data usually comes more descriptive
power. Guidance is provided in determining corpus size in Chapter 5. Second, the
topics and entities within the corpus and their representation within the documents
are determined. In this work, we choose to simplify the task of finding topics
by looking at frequently mentioned keywords. More rigorous topic models are
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Figure 3.1. Overview of the automated information network methodology.

considered in future work. The case studies in this work use chemicals as entities;
however, this methodology is extends to any type of entity given suitable entity
recognition software is available. Third, entity and keyword stop lists for the broad
discipline are developed. These stop lists contain the most frequent entities and
keywords across all documents that offer little insight into particular documents but
globally have significant background meaning for the corpus. These entities and
keywords should be part of a user’s lexicon before delving into specific sub-domains.
Fourth, a vector-space model of the results is created. Fifth, a researcher iteratively
selects keywords of interest and makes entity portfolios. These entity portfolios
are networks of linked entities and act as visual summaries. Finally, the entity
portfolios are analyzed. We use the term portfolio to represent the network of
all interconnected entities and topics. Thus, a portfolio is simply the knowledge
network garnered from Reading and Assembly.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the first three steps are considered the solution to the
Reading problem. The next three steps are considered the solution to the Assembly
problem. The final step is considered the solution to the Interpretation problem.
These are discussed more concretely in the sections below.
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3.2 Reading Methodology
This section explains the steps used to capture entities and their interactions within
text. The first step is to collect data from a broad discipline. In the case studies,
over 700,000 full-text journal files from the PubMed Central Open Access Subset
are used. Large literature corpora are used because they should capture how entities
interact in breadth and in depth.
After collecting the data, it is necessary to determine what constitutes an
entity for the study. Entities are any informational objects whose identification is
important for the study. Commonly, entities are real-world things that fall into
classes, such as chemicals, automobiles, or company names. Defining the entities of
interest accurately is important in this methodology because if the entity definition
is too vague then additional work is done and if the entity definition is too specific
then some information will be lost.
Also, one needs to determine how to model topics, concepts, or keywords within
documents. Topics are usually defined as clusters of words in large bodies of text.
Topics require the use of topic modeling approaches (e.g., see Blei & Lafferty, 2009
for a review). Concepts are abstractions of keywords that allow for synonyms to
be linked (e.g., car and truck are automobile). Keywords are frequent n-grams in
a body of literature. N-grams are strings of n words. Keywords are used in this
dissertation.
The last step before using the tools is collecting property information for use
in computing similarity between entities. The similarities should be based in
some absolute truth. The similarities should be independent of the information
network. A way to assign a (normalized) score to how similar two entities are
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despite their context is needed. In assessing chemical similarity, for example, one
can use structural similarities defined by 2-D or 3-D representations. Also, one
might use geographical distance in comparing locations or a mixture of personal
attributes in comparing people. This idea is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 5.

3.3 Assembly Methodology
This section introduces the topologies used to answer the Assembly problem. First,
entity summarization networks are introduced. Then, aggregations of these networks
are presented for investigating partitions of large design corpora.

3.3.1 Entity Summarization Networks and Aggregations
Based on the existing three-mode structure of folksonomies and tweetonomies
(C. Wagner & Strohmaier, 2010), a weighted, three-mode hypergraph of articles,
entities in articles, and keywords in articles is introduced. The process for determining weights is discussed in the next chapter. A co-occurrence relation is then a
tuple of these three modes and can be defined as:
Definition 1. An entity summarization network, N , is a three-mode network
consisting of information sources, entities, and topics N = (V, L, t) with V =
(Iq1 ∪ Eq2 ∪ Tq3 ), L = {{i, e, t}|(i, e, t, ) ∈ N }, and γ : V → N.
• I, E, and T are finite sets whose elements are information sources, entities,
and topics.
• q1 is used to represent different subsets of information sources. For example,
journal articles may be referred to as review-article, research-article, casestudy, etc. Each of these represents a different value for q1.
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• q2 is used to represent different classes of entities.
• q3 is used to represent different categories of topics in an ontology.
• L is a ternary relation L ⊆ I × E × T between I, E, and T.
• γ is a function which assigns a temporal marker to each V; t : V → N.
The hypergraphs presented offer researchers different ways to aggregate the information within corpora. Often researchers have to make decisions about what aspects
within text to focus on. By making these decisions, researchers usually produce
different aggregations of the data stored within text and they capture different
dynamics within corpora. We distinguish between three basic aggregations of text
data in entity summarization networks: information source streams S(I 0 ), entity
streams S(E 0 ), and topic streams S(T 0 ).
Definition 2. An information stream, S(I 0 ), is a subset of an entity summarization
network, S(I 0 ) = (I × E × T, L0 , t) where L0 = {(i, e, t)|i ∈ I 0 , (i, e, t) ∈ L} and
I 0 ⊆ I.
This stream contains all entities and topics within a particular subset of information
sources, I 0 . The subset of information sources may be determined through querying
attributes in the information sources’ meta-data, such as year of publication, author,
or journal.
Definition 3. Let E 0 ⊆ E be a subset of information entities. Let I(E 0 ) =
{i ∈ I : ∃(i, e, t) ∈ L, e ∈ E 0 }. An entity stream, S(E 0 ), is a subset of an entity
summarization network, S(E 0 ) = (I ×E ×T, L0 , γ) where L0 = {(i, e, t)|c ∈ E 0 ∨ i ∈
I(E 0 ) : (i, e, t) ∈ L}.
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In words, an entity stream is the information sources where the subset of entities
appears and the associated topics and other entities those sources.
Definition 4. Let T 0 ⊆ T be a subset of topics. Let I(T 0 ) = {i ∈ I : ∃(i, e, t) ∈
L, t ∈ T 0 }. A topic stream, S(T 0 ), is a subset of an entity summarization network,
S(F 0 ) = (I × E × T, L0 , γ) where L0 = {(i, e, t)|t ∈ T 0 ∨ t0 ∈ T, (i, e, t) ∈ L, ∃t̃ ∈ i :
t̃ ∈ T 0 }.
This stream focuses on particular topics within corpora. Topic streams are used to
select a subset of topics. Then, using this subset of topics, select the information
sources they occur in and all of the entities and other topics within these information
sources. A topic stream is an aggregation of the documents surrounding a particular
set of interesting topics that may be used for summarization.
The three types of streams presented can be compared to the entire corpora.
The stop lists created in the Reading portion of this work can be used to remove
common entities and topics from the streams. This allows the streams to be more
specific to their sub-domains. The case studies in this work are examples of design
function streams. They were created by selecting the information sources with at
least two occurrences of a particular set of stemmed keywords where keywords are
acting as surrogates for topics. Also note that, in the case studies we do not use
topics, ontologies, or different classes of entities. And, while we do have different
subsets of information sources (e.g. journals), we do not specifically use them. This
means that we do not explicitly utilize the qualifiers q1 , q2 , q3 in our case studies. We
present them here for extensibility to other domains where they might be needed.
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3.3.2 Chemical Summarization Networks and Aggregations
These definitions are altered slightly when looking specifically at chemicals. In our
experimentation, we define chemical summarization networks to have chemicals as
entities, and keywords as topics. In particular, the information sources are in set I,
the chemicals are in set C, and the keywords are in set K.
Definition 5. A chemical summarization network, NC , is an entity summarization
network where the entities are represented by the set of chemicals C and the set of
topics are represented by the set of keywords K.
This definition shows how article streams, chemical streams, and keyword concept
streams can be used in the chemical design problem. Their definitions are the
same as the streams introduced for entity summarization networks above with
the sets changed to those for chemical summarization networks. We call chemical
summarization networks as chemical portfolios, too. The name chemical portfolios
is chosen because chemical summarization networks consist of a set of nodes and
their interactions. These interactions are what researchers have invested time into
studying. Thus, these networks makeup a chemical research portfolio.

3.4 Interpretation Methodology
There are many ways to summarize information. This is also true for looking at the
complex entity networks developed in the Reading and Assembly steps above. In
this section we explore both the straight forward text mining and network science
measures and the more abstract idea of diversity for the entity summary networks.
We strove to build an analysis suite that touches upon all aspects of the entities,
topics, and information sources within our methodology.
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3.4.1 Data and Reading Descriptive Statistics
Directly from looking at the data and the Reading results there are several descriptive statistics that are of interest. For a corpus we are interested in the number
of articles; distribution of articles by publisher; distribution of articles by year
(by publisher); number of unique entities mentioned; number of unique topics;
distribution of mentions by unique entity; distribution of document mentions by
unique entity; and, distribution of mentions by topic. For each named entity in a
corpus we are interest in the number of unique occurrences (i.e. number of articles
containing at least one mention); number of occurrences (i.e. total number of
mentions); fraction of total unique occurrences (i.e. frequency of unique mentions);
fraction of total occurrences (i.e. frequency of mentions); temporal distribution
of mentions; and, temporal distribution of unique mentions. Finally, for each
keyword in a corpus we are interested in the number of occurrences; fraction of
total occurrences; and, temporal distribution of occurrences.

3.4.2 Association Rules
The frequent collocations of entities can be analyzed using association rules (Agrawal,
Imieliński, & Swami, 1993). For determining association rules directly from the
Reading problem we simply count the number of unique documents that a pair of
entities or keywords co-occurs in. We choose to report the association rules with
highest confidence. The following mathematically defines association rules and
explains how we calculate them in this dissertation.
Definition 6. An association rule between antecedent X and consequent Y , X ⇒
Y , is determined based on their occurrence patterns to indicate the frequency of the
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antecedent appearing with the consequent.
Definition 7. The support value of X, supp(X) with respect to N is defined as
proportion of articles in the database which contains X.
For example, imagine that chemical X appears in 100 articles, keyword Y
appears in 125 articles, and X and Y co-occur 85 times. Two possible association
rules can be learned from this data, namely, X ⇒ Y and Y

⇒ X. Here the

support of a group of entities is defined as the proportion of documents that contain
the group. Thus, supp(X) = 100/N where N is the number of articles in the
corpus.
Definition 8. The confidence of a rule is defined as a ratio of the support of the
antecedent and consequent to the support of the antecedent,
conf(X) =

supp(X ∪ Y )
supp(X)

Association rules are closely related to the network topology presented in the
next chapter. Here the rules with the highest confidence are chosen to report
using only singleton sets for X and Y. In the example this would be the rule
X ⇒ Y . Interest is in chemical-keyword rules and analysis of chemical-chemical
and keyword-keyword rules is omitted because chemical-keyword rules are the most
informative.

3.4.3 Summary Networks Analysis
Much like the Reading results being described based in terms of frequency and
strength of association in rules, the entity summary networks are analyzed based
on their nodes and edges. To begin, for an entire corpus there is a size component
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to the network. In network science, this is measured by the number of nodes and
the number of links. Also, the density of a network is used to determine what
fraction of links are present compared with a fully connected network. Studying
the number of nodes does not provide new data from the Reading results since the
network is built using that data.
In entity summary networks we want to analyze them at the link, node, and
entire network levels. For the entire network we are interested in the number of
links, number of nodes, and the degree distribution. For a node we are interested
in its neighborhood, link weights, and centrality in the network. For a link we are
interested in its weight. For all of these measures we are interested in how they
change over time. These are standard measures from network analysis. Lastly, we
are interested in clustering in the network and can use any of the existing algorithms
to find clusters within the summary networks. There are several possible ways to
determine neighborhoods, link weights, centrality, and clusters in networks. In the
next chapter we explain the approach taken for experimentation.

3.4.4 Diversity
Stirling (2007) presented a three component framework to capture diversity within
a system. He focused on determining the number of things in a system (variety),
the apportionment of interest in these things (balance), and the degree to which the
things can be distinguished (disparity). This dissertation modifies Stirling’s diversity
framework to account for the connection between things (network coherence). Our
four component framework is used to develop a new diversity heuristic for comparing
two entity portfolios. Our approach to diversity is completely derived in the next
two chapters.
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Chapter 4 |
Experimental Methodology and
Data Description
4.1 Introduction
This chapter sets up how we test the automated information network methodology
from Chapter 3. In our experimentation, we analyze the PubMedCentral Open
Access Subset (PMCOAS) by reading chemical entities and keywords, assembling
their collocations into a network, and interpreting subsets of the information. The
data in PMCOAS is explained below.
There are three main tests done using PMCOAS. First, we explore the data
requirements for summarizing chemicals and their interactions in literature to
provide the user with an idea of how much data is necessary to build an appropriately
sized summary for a given task. Second, we validate and verify results for a subdomain by exploring chemotherapy literature and using external references. Finally,
we investigate the summaries of two disparate research domains: honeybees and
diabetes. We look at how the summaries of these areas differ in many ways. We
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develop a diversity heuristic based on the work of Rao-Stirling (2007) to capture
the diversity of the chemistry used within studies for different domains. Ultimately,
we explore a latent link between these areas to show how future literature-based
discovery algorithms could find novel links between domains and chemicals.
The purpose of this chapter is to set the stage on how we develop the chemical
summarization networks for these case studies using the PMCOAS dataset. We do
not analyze the networks in this chapter so it is limited to the experimental design
in the Reading and Assembly problems.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1, several data
questions are addressed as meta-data is provided for PMCOAS. In Sections and 3
the methodology from Chapter 3 is applied directly to summarization in chemistry
and notes are given as needed. Specifically, Section 2 covers the process of chemical
named entity recognition and, subsequent, validation of chemical entity mentions
and Section 3 gives an example of the tri-modal weighted co-occurrence hypergraph
for chemicals and keywords. The final section discusses the limitations in our
approach and in the use of the PMCOAS dataset.

4.2 PubMed Central Open Access Subset Data Description
The open access literature in the PMCOAS is studied here. The PMCOAS stores
files in NXML with associated meta-data. In particular, the documents are written
using the National Library of Medicine Journal Archiving and Interchange Document
Type Definition (NLM DTD) in NXML. The DTD files are available for inspection,
download, and remote use at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/jats/. The tags
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Table 4.1. Number of articles by year in PMCOAS corpus.

Years
1928
1990
2000
2010

-

No. of Articles
1989
1999
2009
2014

23,529
16,557
173,737
463,333

are taken from the Journal Archiving and Interchange Tag Set (http://jats.nlm
.nih.gov/archiving/versions.html). An example file is written similar to that
shown in Figure 4.1; see http://dtd.nlm.nih.gov for other tags. These articles
also contain reference material that could be used in citation analyses.

Figure 4.1. Basic structure of a PMCOAS NXML file.

The use of tags makes parsing the semi-structured text fast. These files can be
parsed using any XML library in a language of choice. Python and the BeautifulSoup4 package were chosen in this work.
The PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMCOAS) was downloaded in bulk
on July 14, 2014. The download contained 740,418 files in 4,404 folders. From this
set, there were 677,156 full-text journal citations that were able to be opened, read,
and returned results from chemical parsing. Analysis was limited to these files with
full-text. These articles were in 4,385 journals. The number of files belonging to
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Figure 4.2. Distribution of articles within journals in PMCOAS.

Figure 4.3. Temporal distribution of full-text files in PMCOAS.

each journal ranges in the corpus. The smallest journals contribute only one file to
the corpus while the largest two journals, The British Journal of Cancer and Acta
Crystallographica Section E, contribute 22,994 and 21,608 articles, respectively.
Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of number of articles by journal.
Figure 4.3 shows the number of articles published by year. There is a clear
increase in the number of articles that have been published after 1999. In fact,
94% of the corpus was published after 1999 as shown in Table 4.1. This is likely
to be caused by the more recent adoption of open access protocols by a number
of journals. This may provide favorable results with respect to the most recent
information, but needs to be considered when analyzing information temporally.
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Table 4.2. Number of full-text files by article type in the PMCOAS corpus.

Article Type
research-article
review-article
case-report
abstract
other
letter
editorial
book-review
brief-report
correction
article-commentary
news
meeting-report
product-review
in-brief
discussion
reply

Files
470,395
58,338
34,793
27,226
19,738
12,058
11,874
11,127
9,801
4,440
3,692
3,617
2,625
1,895
1,634
952
732

Article Type
rapid-communication
protocol
introduction
retraction
obituary
books-received
announcement
calendar
report
oration
collection
addendum
data-paper
methods-article
expression-of-concern
index
systematic-review

Files
591
307
294
236
204
135
130
129
106
30
24
14
5
5
2
1
1

For this reason, we provide results temporally as well as by the total number of
files in our analyses.
The articles in PMCOAS contain many different types of articles, with the
largest types being research and review articles. Table 4.2 shows the proportion
of the corpus by article type. These articles provide a sample of what is actively
being researched within the biomedical and life sciences community. We believe
that this is a representative sample of life sciences research as the results draw from
hundreds of thousands of full-text files in over 4,000 journals. Further validation
studies are needed to determine if PMCOAS is a representative cross-section from
life sciences and biomedical research and to test the impact of PMCOAS’ heavy
bias towards recent publications.
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4.3 Reading Experimental Design
Four inputs are necessary to complete the Reading problem. First, a large corpus
of documents is needed. The PMCOAS was chosen for the experiments in this
dissertation. Second, a topic extraction algorithm is needed. We chose to not model
topics directly. Instead, we created a keyword extraction and stemming algorithm
and assigned keywords to documents in a tagging approach. Third, a chemical
named entity recognition (cNER) software is needed to extract the entities. A
cNER is used because chemicals are the class of entities that we focus on within
PMCOAS. Lastly, PubChem is used as a property database to retrieve structural
information about the chemicals. The next subsections describe the steps in the
Reading problem using the PMCOAS.

4.3.1 Keyword Extraction
We choose to model keywords for the improvements in computational efficiency.
There are two types of keyword extraction that we consider. First, we look at using
author-derived keywords that are provided within the PMCOAS files themselves.
Next, we consider a simple unigram, or singleton word, extraction and stemming
top-N algorithm. These two techniques are discussed further below.

4.3.1.1

Author-derived Keywords

An easy way to find topics of interest in journal articles is to look at authorderived keyword phrases. For example, Névéol, Doğan, and Lu (2010) investigate
author-derived keywords within biomedical journal articles. The authors compare
author-derived keywords to text-based indexing of terms using MeSH indexing in a
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sample of the PMCOAS. They found that author-derived keywords provided 62%
overlap with the expertly indexing performed by MeSH and argue that a portion of
the non-overlapping author-derived keywords contain import contextual information
not contained within the MeSH index. While this study shows that author-derived
keywords may provide valuable insights outside of a particular index’s scope, others
(e.g., Hahn (2007)) believe that author-derived keywords need to be used cautiously
because they are often left to the discretionary lexical tendencies of the authors
and may not accurately represent the work nor the field’s complex topic ontologies.
With this in mind we present our results in using author-derived keywords.
There were 205,300 unique author-derived keywords obtained from 313,285 fulltext articles that contain author-derived keywords. Over 50% of the articles do not
contain author-derived keywords in PMCOAS. It was originally thought that using
the author-derived keywords would be a convenient way to create a concept space
for the documents; however, too much data is missing to use keywords as a concept
space. Table 4.3 shows the breakdown of articles and author-derived keywords.
Results indicate that only 360 keywords appear in more than five articles. This
suggests that the corpus is a rather concentrated literature set or author-derived
keywords do not well represent the topics being discussed in the articles. We believe
the latter over the former (see e.g., Hahn et al., 2007).
Our first work, (Chonde, Storer, & Kumara, 2015), used author-derived keywords
from the PMCOAS to determine articles that discussed chemotherapy. This was
done before measuring the number of articles in the PMCOAS corpus that contained
author-derived keywords. In this dissertation we use the author-derived keywords in
Chapter 6 where we validate and verify the results of our methodology. In the rest
of the work we do not use author-derived keywords. Instead keyword extraction is
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Table 4.3. Keyword statistics for PMCOAS.

Number

Number of keywords Number of keywords
with this length
with this count

1
2
3
4
5
>5

40,099
89,696
44,917
17,860
6,758
5,970

146,295
23,621
9,919
5,573
3,483
360

performed. This work is limited to extracting unigrams.

4.3.1.2

Extracted Keywords

Keyword extraction on the PMCOAS corpus was done in two steps. In the first
step, the unigrams were extracted from the titles and abstracts of each of the
677,156 documents in the PMCOAS corpus. Many of these unigrams included
English stop words, symbols, were of length less than three, or were numeric. These
were removed from further investigation. Some chemical names were found as
unigrams and these were removed from consideration because chemical entities
are not considered topics. This produced 71,742,218 mentions of 399,312 unique
unigrams. Finally, these remaining unigrams were stemmed using a Porter Stemmer
from Python’s NLTK package. There were 317,036 stems produced. Stemming
avoids differences between inflected words such as “genes” and “gene”. The top
15,757 stems were kept because they covered 95% (68,752,391 of 71,742,218 unigram
mentions) of the data. The stems not in the top 95% were not considered in tagging
each document. In the second step, each document’s frequency of the top 15,757
stems was calculated in a vector-space model. This vector space is used later in the
Assembly problem to conduct partitioning of the PMCOAS network into streams
discussed in Section 3.3.1.
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Table 4.4 shows the top 20 stems and their frequency. For reference the
associated unigrams are given. Most research is patient-centric. Many common
research terms such as result, effect, method, express, control, and data appear
in the top 20 unigrams and would likely appear in the top portion of studies
using data outside of the biomedical and life sciences. Others, such as cell, gene,
protein, disease, and cancer, are more likely to be specific to biomedical and life
sciences research. This list can be used in future studies to create vector space
models of biomedical and life sciences corpora or enhanced with n-gram approaches.
Alternatively, it can be used to facilitate other stop lists that might be of interest
in pre-processing when addressing specific sub-domains within biomedical and life
sciences research.

4.3.2 Chemical Named Entity Recognition
Chemical named entity recognition (cNER) has been studied over the last decade.
There are multiple open source software packages that provide cNER and databases
that further promote normalization, disambiguation, and chemical property association with chemical mentions in text (Hawizy et al., 2011; Jessop et al., 2011;
Rocktäschel et al., 2012). This work uses Chemspot2.0 as the cNER (Rocktäschel
et al., 2012). We choose this software, in part, because it achieves state-of-the-art
results (79.0% F1 measure) on the SCAI corpus. Also, ChemSpot2.0 was chosen
because it performs synonym normalization and disambiguation using different
publicly available databases. One of these databases is the PubChem Compound
database. The PubChem Compound database contains a non-redundant set of standardized and validated chemical structures, property information, and numerous
identification services. Additionally, as the full-text articles come from PubMed, it
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Table 4.4. Top 20 stems and associated unigrams from PMCOAS corpus.

Stem

Unigrams Associated
with Stem

patient, patients
study, studies
cells, cell
results, result, resulting, resulted, resultant
effects, effect, effective, effectiveness,
effect
effectively, effected
method
methods, method
gene
gene, genes
activity, activation, active, activities,
activated, activating, activator, activate,
activ
activates, actively, activators, activations
associated, association, associations, associations,
associ
associate, associates, associative, associating
expression, expressed, expressing, express,
express
expressions, expresses, expressive
use
using, useful, usefulness
protein
protein, proteins
increas
increased, increase, increasing, increases
treatment
treatment, treatments
diseas
disease, diseases, diseased
conclus
conclusion, conclusions, conclusive, conclusively
level
levels, level
cancer
cancer, cancers, cancerous
control, controls, controlled, controlling,
control
controller, controllable, controllers
data
data
patient
studi
cell
result
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Frequency of
Stem
630,681
578,875
571,328
459,586
324,189
304,365
303,388
300,199
284,091
283,519
271,103
262,356
246,917
239,740
235,897
235,430
233,650
217,822
216,260
215,620

Table 4.5. Distribution chemicals by document mention and total mentions.

Number

No. of Chemicals with
No. of chemicals with
this chemical-document mention
this total

1
2
3
4-50
51-100
101-500
>500

2,627,158
198,882
72,829
168,296
8,025
8,135
3,068

2,345,155
300,117
116,579
288,061
15,052
14,865
6,576

was sensible to use PubChem as both services are governed by the United States
National Institutes of Health. To ensure accuracy from cNER all chemical mentions
were passed through the PubChem identifier exchange service and keep any mention
that returns a PubChem Compound ID (CID). At this time PubChem Substance
IDs (SIDs) are not kept because SIDs are supplied by depositors into PubChem
and are not verified to the same degree as compounds. Additionally, 2-D structural
similarity is provided through PubChem only for compounds having a CID.
Chemical mentions were obtained from the full-text of the journal articles separately from keywords using ChemSpot2.0 (Rocktäschel et al., 2012). ChemSpot2.0
returned 36,934,053 chemical mentions of 3,086,465 unique chemical mention strings.
Summary results from chemical named entity recognition can be found in Table
4.5. These tables show that the distribution of chemical mentions is skewed towards many chemicals that occur ≤4 times and/or appear in ≤4 documents. This
suggests many of the chemical mention strings occur infrequently or that many of
the chemical mention strings are not actually chemicals. Further validation of the
chemical mention strings is necessary.
ChemSpot2.0, the cNER software used, is predictive in nature. The list of
3,086,465 unique strings was passed through PubChem’s identifier exchange ser54

Figure 4.4. Chemical mentions during data cleaning, verification, and keyword subcorpora development.

vice to avoid spurious predictions and to identify the most up-to-date PubChem
Compound Identifiers (CIDs). After doing this, 169,864 unique chemical mentions
with links to one of 82,517 unique PubChem CIDs were found. Analysis is limited
to the 17,356,178 chemical mentions that correspond to one of the 82,517 unique
CIDs. Figure 4.4 shows the data reduction from initial parsing to the final table.

4.3.3 Stop Lists
A chemical stop list was built for life sciences using this data set by looking at the
top 100 PubChem CID based on total mentions. For each PubChem CID, the first
returned synonym and frequency within the dataset are shown in Table 4.6. Some
of the synonyms are similar; however, investigating the PubChem records will show
that these overlaps are often the same compound in 2-D but different compounds
in 3-D.
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Table 4.6: Chemical stop list for PubMed Central Open Access Subset (July 2014)
PubChemID
962
5793
124403618
159832
271
5460341
5997
5957
5234
23925
280
1061
5462310
1153
784
6436079
6049
46878529
11966311
5988
5362549
679
3423265
588
5128032
23994
7859
5360545
5362487
3713609
1229
753
4873
5862
24584
5951
2954

Frequency of
Total Mentions
water
655,045
D-Glucopyranose
486,977
peptide
299,949
Monooxygen
219,199
calcium ion
217,660
CALCIUM
209,253
cholesterol
192,650
Adenosine triphosphate
184,342
sodium chloride
154,177
IRON
148,749
carbon dioxide
136,675
phosphate
120,911
Carbon
114,883
DL-Tyrosine
104,776
hydrogen peroxide
101,336
13-cis-Retinal
100,563
EDTA
92,164
CHEBI:59965
89,988
Agarose
78,063
sucrose
75,442
hydrogen(.)
75,136
dimethyl sulfoxide
73,872
Sodium dodecyl sulfate
71,491
creatinine
70,573
2-aminopentanedioate
70,340
ZINC
69,359
PROPARGYL ALCOHOL
66,275
SODIUM
63,904
Sulfur ad usum externum
63,363
intropin
62,107
4-DOI
61,594
glycerol
60,212
potassium chloride
58,944
L-cysteine
58,330
Magnogene
57,316
L-serine
56,436
dapi
54,553
Continued on next page
Synonym
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Table 4.6 – Continued from previous page
Frequency of
PubChemID
Synonym
Total Mentions
6503
Trometamol
50,662
84691
cisplatin
49,253
91435
2-hydroxypropanoate
47,503
5590
Triton X-100
45,477
24261
Silica
44,413
866
DL-Lysine
43,725
124886
glutathione
42,634
5754
hydrocortisone
41,297
5462222
POTASSIUM
41,044
6013
testosterone
40,204
23978
COPPER
40,036
977
oxygen
39,988
446094
Dithiothreitol
39,896
22880
N-methyl-D-aspartic acid
39,400
25245365
streptomycin
39,370
18730
FITC
39,250
119
4-aminobutyric acid
38,885
222
ammonia
38,722
448106
AC1L9LM0
37,930
23954
SILVER
37,507
5284616
rapamycin
37,128
64965
Thiazolyl blue
36,801
942
nicotine
36,800
126941
methotrexate
36,251
36314
paclitaxel
35,994
636363
Helicosol
35,694
23831
HEPES
35,237
3385
5-Fluorouracil
34,814
4091
metformin
34,551
908
Formiminoglycine
33,905
2-(5-hydroxy-1H-indol-3-yl)
4048638
33,657
ethylazanium
6137
L-methionine
33,549
602
DL-ALANINE
33,452
187
acetylcholine
33,409
4685
1,4-DICHLOROBENZENE
33,108
5994
progesterone
32,948
712
formaldehyde
32,255
Continued on next page
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Table 4.6 – Continued from previous page
Frequency of
PubChemID
Synonym
Total Mentions
888
magnesium ion
32,239
10603
HEMATOXYLIN
31,929
5359596
ARSENIC
31,872
2733526
tamoxifen
31,838
10964
Malondialdehyde
31,743
5959
chloramphenicol
31,525
21635054
cocaine
31,447
5280896
ABSCISIC ACID
31,445
phosphomethylphosphonic
92199
31,172
acid adenosyl ester
65663
Aloxistatin
30,925
23670896
Propoxycarbazone-sodium
30,584
2723601
6-Thioguanine
30,121
5280360
Dinoprostone
30,077
738
DL-Glutamine
29,944
5884
NADPH
29,646
24854
Calplus
29,330
56841751
Uroanthelone
29,309
4473077
AC1NBSMK
29,202
6421
TRICHLOROACETIC ACID
29,125
56464298
AGN-PC-0BC9A4
28,436
923
sodium ion
28,254
23931
MERCURY
27,857
23253564
morphine cation
27,831
40469134
Adriamycin
27,758
27924 Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate
27,615
1117
sulfate
27,206
6830 GUANOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
26,463
31703
doxorubicin
26,208
23939
PLATINUM
26,152

Table 4.6 shows that the most frequent chemicals comprise categories such as
common chemicals (e.g., water), variants of glucose, solvents, preparatory materials
(e.g., agarose), extraction materials (e.g., ethanol), chemical elements (e.g., iron,
calcium, hydrogen), and well-studied drugs (e.g., doxorubicin).
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4.3.4 Chemical Property Retrieval
The PubChem CIDs can be used to obtain property information from the PubChem
website. 2-D similarity scores between chemicals can be calculated using the
PubChem Score Matrix Service (National Center for Biotechnology Information,
2015). This service takes in a list of CIDs and calculates their pairwise similarity
based on molecular fingerprints. First, each CID is converted to a molecular
fingerprint, or a binary string that represents features in a 2-D molecular graph
for the compound of interest. Then, Tanimoto coefficients are calculated between
all pairs of strings in a bit-wise manner. Specifically, let A be a molecule with a
features (i.e., A has a ones in its molecular string) and let B be a molecule with b
features. Let c be the number of features shared between A and B. The Tanimoto
coefficient of similarity for A and B is then

τ (A, B) =

c
.
a+b−c

(4.1)

The Tanimoto coefficient is also called the Jacquard coefficient in other domains.
It ranges between 0 and 1. A value of 1 does not mean the molecules are identical.
Instead, it means they share the same chemical fingerprints in two dimensions.
For a small example, consider three features in two molecules. The first molecule
might contain the first two features and is represented by "110" and the second
molecule might contain the last two features and is represented by "011". The
Tanimoto coefficient is then

1
2+2−1

= 13 . For more information on how PubChem

calculates these similarity scores please refer to (National Center for Biotechnology
Information, 2015).
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Figure 4.5. Corpus sizes during data cleaning, verification, and keyword subcorpora
development.

4.3.5 Discussion
A number of files in the PMCOAS were excluded from analysis through the process
described. Figure 4.5 describes how the original 740,418 files were reduced to the
554,807 full-text files with at least one chemical verified by PubChem. It was
unavoidable that the 122,352 files were removed because they did not contain a
title, abstract, full-text, or a combination of these items. 63,259 of the excluded
files (34% of total excluded) were removed because PubChem did not return a
chemical mention within the file. The number of files excluded, 185,611 in total,
amounts to 25% of the original size of the download. This suggests that improved
validation techniques should be used to reduce the amount of data lost.
It was found that author-provided keywords was not a robust option for this
research since over 50% of the articles do not contain author-derived keywords and
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there were only 360 keyword phrases that occurred in more than five documents. The
keyword extraction technique used captured the most frequent stemmed keywords.
The top 20 stems in Table 4.4 show that articles in the PMCOAS discuss patient,
cell, gene, protein, disease, or cancer studies. Many of these stemmed unigrams are
expected to be in most research. For example, the stems data, express, effect, and
result are likely used in a majority of research articles. This prompted the creation
of a stemmed keyword stop list. The top 100 stems were chosen as a small stop
list and can be seen in Appendix A; however, if a researcher wanted to make a
stricter stop list, then he or she could use a longer stop list. Note that the stop list
contains stemmed keywords. There are 1,010 unique keywords relating to one of
the stemmed keywords in the 100 stems stop list.

4.4 Assembly Experimental Design
Consider the small example network shown in Figure 4.6(a) that contains three
articles, three chemicals, and three keywords. The values shown indicate the
frequency of the object in a relationship. Note that while the keywords may appear
more than one time, a binary indicator is used for the reason explained above.
Techniques for handling such hypergraphs are not yet well defined. Graph
theory has a long history of techniques for handling regular networks where a
relation contains at most two entities. For interpretation convenience and to utilize
existing theory, the network in Figure 4.6(a) can be approximated by considering
the articles as the media for collocations and altering each 3-tuple edge into a set
of two regular edges, {(i, c, k)} → {(i, c), (i, k)}. The weights of these regular edges
can be determined by existing techniques. Also, the network can be drawn with
the entities existing in different planes as shown in Figure 4.6(b).
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Figure 4.6. (a) Example of a simple chemical design corpus tri-modal network (b)
Planar view of tri-modal network with edges projected into sets of binary relations. The
numbers indicate the number of mentions within the connected article.

Networks of articles and keywords (or topics) are often used in document
classification or clustering, but this is not a focus of this research. The focus here
lies in finding overt and covert patterns in the relationships among chemicals and
keywords. For this reason the network in 4.6(b) is projected into a bimodal network.
The bimodal network is shown in Figure 4.7. Here edges are drawn where there
was at least one article where the nodes in the edge co-occurred. For example,
Figure 4.6 shows that C1 and C2 co-occurred in article A1 so there is an edge
between C1 and C2 in 4.7.
It is possible to focus only on the chemical-chemical interactions or the keywordkeyword interactions. These unimodal networks are created by partitioning the
bimodal network based on node type. It is possible to arrange the adjacency matrix
of this network as shown in Figure 4.7. The adjacency matrix is symmetric since
this network is undirected. Also, there are three types of edges in this network:
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Figure 4.7. Projected bimodal network with adjacency matrix an undetermined edge
weights.

chemical-chemical, keyword-keyword, and chemical-keyword edges.
The edge weights in these networks should represent the co-occurrence relationships present from the corpus and the frequency of entities within articles. The
next sections present approaches to choosing these weights. First, the keywordkeyword edge weights are considered. Next, the chemical-chemical edge weights
are considered. Finally, the chemical-keyword edge weights are discussed.

4.4.1 Keyword Unimodal Network
The goal of a keyword-keyword network is to track how different keywords co-occur
in a particular corpus. Consider a corpus is developed by obtaining all articles
that contain the keyword “cancer", then a keyword-keyword network can give an
idea of the interaction between concepts appearing in cancer literature. This is
useful in gaining background knowledge quickly. It goes beyond the frequency
statistics developed in the Reading problem by associating the words together.
The edge weights indicate the degree of similarity between concepts based on their
co-occurrence within the articles.
It was assumed that keywords have a binary relationship with articles. Thus,
the keyword-article matrix is a binary vector space model as shown in Figure 4.8:
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Figure 4.8. Articles-keyword network with adjacency matrix.

As discussed in Chapter 2, there are multiple similarity measures for vector
space models. The cosine distance measure is chosen in this dissertation because of
its popularity. The cosine between two vectors A and B is calculated by

cos(A, B) =

A·B
.
kAkkBk

(4.2)

The cosine distance can be applied to the pairs of columns in the adjacency
matrix in Figure 4.8 to find the edge weight between two keywords. For example,
the edge weight between K2 and K3 is
< 0, 1, 0 > · < 0, 1, 1 >
√
= 0.7.
1×2
K1 and K2 do not cooccur so there is no edge between them. Applying this process
to K1 and K3 gives a weight of 0.5. There are no other pairs of keywords and
self-edges are not allowed. The resultant keyword-keyword network is shown in the
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bottom of Figure 4.8.
The keyword-keyword adjacency matrix is symmetric because the edges are
undirected. The edge weights indicate the similarity between two keywords. The
edge weights are between 0 and 1. The real world meaning of edges is the degree
to which two keywords overlap within a design corpus or an aggregated stream. If
two keywords have high relative similarity, then those keywords are likely strongly
linked. It is possible that the two keywords are conceptual synonyms or that they
are discussing different concepts that are closely related. Both results are useful
in learning from literature; however, it is more interesting to find two different
concepts that are closely related by their co-occurrence patterns.

4.4.2 Chemical Unimodal Network
Determining chemical-chemical edge weights is similar to determining the keywordkeyword edge weights. The difference is that a binary occurrence relationship
between articles and chemicals is not chosen. A binary representation is simpler to
create and update but, ultimately, a binary representation would ignore much of
the co-occurrence information. For example, in a binary representation the edge
between C2 and K1 and the edge between C1 and K1 have the same weight. This is
problematic because C2 occurred in two different papers for a total of 12 mentions
with K1 while C1 occurred in one paper once with K1 .
To use this extra co-occurrence information, the variant of term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF), based on Hossain et al. (2012), is used to
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Figure 4.9. Chemical-chemical network and calculated edge weights.

calculate the edge weights. This is shown in Equation 4.3

s



1 + log2 (ne,f ) log2


P|f (e)| 
j=1





|E|
|e(f )|

1 + log2 (ne,j ) log2





|E|
|e(j)|

 2

(4.3)

where ne,f is the frequency of entity e in document f , f (e) is the set of documents
associated with entity e, e(f ) is set of entities in document f , and |E| is the total
number of entities. Figure 4.9 shows the chemical-chemical network using the
variant of TF-IDF shown in Equation 4.3.




A sublinear term frequency, 1 + log2 (ne,f ) , is chosen because certain chemicals
within a text may appear 20 times more than another but might not be 20 times
more significant.
Inverse entity frequency, log2



|E|
|e(f )|



, is used rather than use inverse document

frequency (Hossain et al., 2012). This implies that each document is weighted
with respect to the inverse of the number of entities it contains. In other words,
if a document has a large number of entities it is not helpful in determining the
co-occurrence relationship between these entities. This is chosen to develop weights
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for entities rather than documents as the weights will be applied directly to the
entities instead of the documents.
Additionally, if there is an entity that appears in every article relating to a
particular corpus, then it is likely true that the entity is important to the corpus. If
traditional inverse document frequency is used then this entity is given a weight of
zero because the entity does not distinguish the documents well (in the query sense).
The goal of this research is to distinguish entities not to distinguish documents.
Finally, stop lists were used in the Reading problem to remove the overly frequent
keywords and chemicals that might dominate results.
We can interpret the relatively low resultant edge weights as follows. We know
that chemical C2 is the most frequent chemical in all of the articles in the corpus.
We also see that the articles that contain more than one chemical have 66% of
the chemicals in the corpus. This gives us a low inverse entity frequency of 0.58.
We observe that chemicals C1 and C3 appear in only one document each and
don’t co-occur. Also, we see that chemical C2 is less frequent in the articles that
it overlaps with C1 and C3 than when it appears by itself in article A2 . Given
the on-hand information, we are quite certain that these chemicals C1 and C3
are important to these articles; however, we are uncertain that chemical C2 is
important in these articles. This leads us to have relatively low confidence in the
edges between chemicals.

4.4.3 Chemical-Keyword Bimodal Network
The two previous subsections showed how to determine the chemical-chemical and
keyword-keyword edge weights. Determining the chemical-keyword edge weights is
possible using the matrices from these two previous subsections. Specifically, the TF-
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Figure 4.10. Calculation of chemical-keyword edges.

Figure 4.11. Bimodal network and calculated edge weights using given approaches.

IDF weighted chemical-article matrix and the keyword-article matrix are multiplied
to obtain a weighted chemical-keyword matrix. This is shown in Figure 4.10. It is
necessary to normalize these edge weights to a 0 to 1 range such that these edge
weights are directly comparable to the other edge weights.
The edge weights are normalized by representing keywords as vectors of chemicals
and then scaling their length to unity. This representation is chosen because it is
normalizes the relative importance of each chemical for each topic. Conversely, one
could have normalized by dividing by the number of articles. Such an approach
overvalues when keyword-chemical pairs appear in many documents even when the
chemical in question may appear quite infrequently in the documents.
Using the above steps the bimodal network is constructed as shown in Figure 4.11.
Self-edges are not of interest in this network and are removed. The adjacency
matrix is symmetric along the diagonal and only one half of the matrix is filled in
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for visual clarity.
We briefly explain the edge weights here. Edge weights can be considered both
locally and globally. Let us refer to the bimodal network in Figure 4.11 to discuss
edge weights. From the adjacency matrix we see that the edge with the largest
weight is (C2 , K2 ) with a weight of unity. This is desirable since C2 is the most
frequent chemical in all of the documents.
At first glance, one might think this says that in every article where chemical
C2 occurred that K2 also occurred. This is not the correct interpretation. In fact,
chemical C2 occurred in every article and K2 only occurred in article A2 . This
maximum edge weight says that C2 was maximally important in every article that
K2 occurred in. This happened because K2 occurred with no other chemicals. Thus,
despite the lack of direction, the edge between K2 and C2 is a measure of the belief
that chemical C2 is related to keyword K2 . Compare this edge with (C2 , K1 ) that
has weight 0.4. We are 0.6 less certain about the interaction between chemical C2
and keyword K1 than we are certain about the interaction between C2 and K2 .
This is because unlike K2 that appears in only one article, K1 appears in multiple
articles.
Looking at keyword K1 locally shows that it has the weakest edge to chemical
C2 . This is because chemical C2 occurs in all of the documents. We see that the
other chemicals have stronger edges with K1 .
The chemical-chemical edges and keyword-keyword edges have the same meaning
as in their unimodal networks. The chemical-keyword edges indicate a combination
of two features: the TFIDF weighting scheme for chemicals in articles and the cosine
similarity between chemicals and keywords. High weighted edges here indicate that
there is high co-occurrence between the chemical and keyword in the edge.
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4.5 Methodology and Study Limitations
The underlying methodology has a few assumptions. First, it assumed that the
data is collected using appropriate retrieval and sampling techniques and that
the extraction and named entity recognition software are accurate. Next, the
entity summarization network definition assumes that collocations are directionless.
This is done because without considering semantics it is not possible to determine
directionality implied by two entities co-occurring in one instance. This implies
that the network should be undirected. Furthermore, we assume that semantics
can be avoided in the literature. We believe that academic literature is heavily
skewed towards reporting positive results implying. This assumption, however,
becomes an issue when trying to determine the meaning of a connection. The
network methodology explained here provides the strength of a connection but
does not provide a semantic relationship. This could be an issue when trying to
determine if entity A causes topic B or entity A inhibits topic B, for example. For
this reason, we present our results with the caveat that links imply a connection
and they do not imply a semantic one.
The process of extracting keywords utilized the text from abstracts and titles.
It did not include coreferencing past stemming nor did it consider pronominal
referencing when determining frequencies. For these reasons it is only possible
to use a binary indicator of presence of a keyword rather than a frequency or
proportion based indicator. This implies that a document will not be quantified
into the proportion it includes a keyword, but, instead, documents will be quantified
in the Boolean sense. This is not true for chemicals, however. The steps taken
in the Reading methodology allow frequency and proportional representation of
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chemicals within each article.
There are several limitations in using the PMCOAS data. First, the PMCOAS
dataset is highly skewed towards recent articles with more than 94% of the corpus
being published after 1999. Second, of the more than 36 million chemical mentions
only 17 million were validated using the PubChem compound database. Thus,
53% of the chemical mentions were lost during validation. This loss is quite large;
however, no chemical mention should be incorporated without identifying a valid
CID for it. Merging information across databases to validate this lost data was
not performed in this dissertation; however, it is recommended that data fusion
approaches are considered in future research.
A third limitation is that the machine learning techniques used by the chemical named entity recognition software will return some false positives since it is
predictive in nature (Rocktäschel et al., 2012). In fact, from the original 3 million
unique chemical mentions only 170 thousand unique chemical mentions mapped to
a CID. In the future, improvements in cNER should be made to not incorrectly tag
so many chemical mentions, nor lose so many chemical mentions when performing
validation using open source databases.
A fourth limitation is that only the most frequent unigrams in titles and abstracts
are considered. This technique was shown to retain more of the data than using
author-derived keywords, but without higher order n-grams it is not possible to
distinguish between nuanced ideas such as, blood viscosity and blood transfusion.
More sophisticated topic or concept models or using higher order n-grams may
provide more substantively meaningful results.
Finally, the co-occurrence case study results are based on the full-text of an
article. There is no delineation between entities and keywords that co-occur within
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the same sentence or paragraph. This makes it hard to discern if entities and/or
topics are truly being discussed at the same time. To alleviate this issue, sentence
or paragraph parsing along with other natural language processing techniques are
needed. This would provide additional evidence of the link and would need to be
accounted for in the summarization network construction.
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Chapter 5 |
Mathematical Formulation of Diversity
5.1 Introduction
Understanding a topic is analogous to exploring literature describing the topic
and analyzing the collection of interacting entities within the research. For large,
complex topics it is useful to understand which entities are the most prominent
and how these entities are being discussed with each other.
This dissertation’s methodology of Reading and Assembly focuses on capturing
the cooccurrences of entities from large bodies of text and using the cooccurrence
information to develop a hypergraph. The hypergraph is subsequently projected
into various unimodal and bimodal networks of keyword topics and information
entities. This chapter analyzes these information networks using network science
and develops a measure of diversity that focuses on the interactions in the network.
Diversity is an elusive concept that has many specialized definitions in various
disciplines (Stirling, 2007). Entity summarization networks are constructed by
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extracting entity relationships from articles to build networks. These articles
contain various topics. Thus, diverse research in a topic area leads to a diverse
domain. A diverse entity portfolio is one that contains different types of entities
interacting with each other; however, an exact formulation of diversity in entity
portfolios has not been studied previously.
Tracking the diversity of research indicates how areas have changed. It is
possible that the diversity of the research area reaches a steady state, decreases, or
increases over time. If a research area has decreasing diversity over time, then the
field has determined some subset of most important chemical entities and is focused
on exploring them at higher granularity. In this case, one might hypothesize that
transformational breakthroughs are needed to alter the focus of the research area. If
a research area has increasing diversity, then the field is exploring different chemical
entities to answer questions related to the research area. In this case, exploring
different chemical entities from those that already summarized in the texts may
permit new discoveries. Finally, if the diversity of a research area has reached a
steady state, then the area is exploring new avenues of research at the same rate
it is growing. In this case, it is possible that a transformational breakthrough or
exploring additional chemical entities may be of interest. It is important to note
that studying the diversity of an area is not the same as developing a new discovery.
This perspective of diversity of research is particularly true if you look at
research for a fixed period of time. If you look at research in snapshots of five
years, then you might have an idea of how research practices are progressing. If
you look at all previous research, then, as one expects, the diversity of research
should continue to increase. This is because new studies continue to push previous
boundaries and find new uses for information.
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5.1.1 Diversity in Information Networks
In order to understand diversity in information networks, we first need to summarize how they our entity summarization networks were created. A methodology
was developed to capture entity and topic interaction within large corpora. For
example, keyword streams were aggregated by creating specific sub-corpora from
the PubMedCentral Open Access Subset (PMCOAS) using occurrence of keywords.
This information was studied by developing co-occurrence hypergraphs. The cooccurrence hypergraphs were projected into a bi-modal and two uni-modal networks
with regular edges. These projected networks can be measured in terms of their
diversity.
Diversity in the keyword-keyword network seeks to measure the extent to which
disparate concepts and sub-concepts are interrelated. Diversity captures the amount
of aggregate information stored in the network by examining the information ties in
aggregate. A complete hierarchy of relationships between concepts is an ontology;
however, ontology development is not part of this work. Diversity in the entityentity network, or chemical-chemical network in the case of PMCOAS, shows how
researchers have used particular entities together to study the concept that the
corpus is developed around. Finally, diversity in the keyword-entity network is a
function of both the diversity in the keywords and the diversity in the chemicals.
For this reason, it confounds the two types of diversity. Diversity in the keywordentity network can explain the vastness of a corpora in its exploration of topics
and entities. This chapter focuses on quantifying diversity in chemical-chemical
networks, known as chemical portfolios. A similar methodology can be used to
determine diversity in the other network topologies presented in the Assembly.
Chemical portfolios are represented as unimodal information networks where
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chemical entities are linked based on their weighted co-occurrence within text
documents. Diversity in chemical portfolios can be thought of in terms of its
diversity for comparison to other entire chemical portfolios. Currently, no framework
exists to quantify diversity for the co-occurrence information networks developed in
this work nor to track diversity over time. This chapter presents a suitable extension
of the framework from Stirling (2007), which quantifies diversity in systems, and
applies it to the chemical-chemical networks known as chemical portfolios.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background of
diversity is presented. Next, in Section 3, the network-level diversity measure is
developed. Finally, in Section 4, results for the PMCOAS case studies are presented
using the developed measures.

5.2 Background on Diversity
This section introduces the components of diversity as studied by Stirling. Along the
way it explains the various mathematical formulations and the aspects of diversity
they measure that have appeared in literature. Then Stirling’s diversity heuristic is
introduced and it is shown why it does not apply to information networks well.

5.2.1 Components of Diversity
Stirling (2007) developed an interesting framework of diversity within a system.
Although developed separately, his end result mirrors the well-studied quadratic
entropy measure from Rao (1982). He articulates that a system is a set of entities
of interest that have various appropriations of interest. This definition of a system
is similar to a network with no edges where the nodes are weighted by “interest”.
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Stirling’s diversity framework considers three individually insufficient components
of diversity:
1. Variety: the number of unique entities in a system.
2. Balance: the relative weight of each entity with respect to the whole system.
3. Disparity: the degree to which individual entities can be distinguished.
Stirling argues that no fourth candidate for diversity is observed. Also, his approach
focuses on the system as a whole and does not focus on the interactions among
entities within the system (Stirling, 2007).
Stirling reviewed existing non-parametric measures of diversity and its components including some of the famous approaches. Stirling classified these approaches
based on their representation of system variety, balance, and disparity. Table 5.1
is modified from (Stirling, 2007) highlighting the results of his systematic review
and including his heuristic. Table 5.1 shows that variety is the simplest concept to
measure while disparity is the most challenging. Also, only one other combined
heuristic is given from Junge (1994) that relies heavily on the attributes within the
categories in the system.

5.2.1.1

Variety

Stirling (2007) explains that variety is the answer to the question: ‘how many
types of thing are there?’ This aspect of diversity is highlighted in networks by the
number of nodes; in ecology species-number is used and in financial investment the
number of different investments is used. All else being equal, increasing variety
increases the diversity. MacArthur (1965) introduced category count as a measure
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Table 5.1. Selected non-parametric measures of diversity properties. N , number of
categories of entities; pi , proportion of system comprises category i; n, number of
attributes displayed by entities; σ, standard deviation of attributes within categories;
µ, mean of attributes within categories; f (dij ), function of distance in disparity space
between categories i and j; DW (S), aggregate disparity of system S; dW (i, S\i), distance
in disparity space between category i and the nearest remaining element in S if i is
excluded. From (Stirling, 2007).

Component
variety
balance
disparity
disparity
variety/balance
variety/balance
variety/balance
variety/balance/
disparity

Name

Equation

category count
(MacArthur 1965)
Shannon evenness
(Pielou 1969)
Weitzman (1992)
Solow & Polasky (1994)
Shannon & Weaver (1962)
Simpson (1949)
Gini (1912)

N


−

P

i

maxi∈S {DW (S\i) + dW (i, S\i)}
f (dij )
P
− i pi ln pi
P 2
i pP
i
1 − i p2i
√ P 2

√
√σ
µ n−1

Junge (1994)



pi ln pi / ln N

N −1−

N
√
N

i

pi −1

of variety, although category count has likely been used in several studies that
predate this.

5.2.1.2

Balance

Balance answers the question: ‘how much of each type of thing is there?’ Balance
is the distribution of elements or interest across categories. It is similar to the
statistical variance of the categories. Balance is referred to as evenness in ecology
and information retrieval. In economics concentration is used, which is the opposite
of balance. Balance is most often calculated by Shannon evenness (Shannon &
Weaver, 1962), the Gini index (1912), the Simpson index (Simpson, 1949), or, more
simply, by variance. All else being equal, increasing the evenness increases the
balance, and this subsequently increases the diversity.
Table 5.1 shows that balance is calculated with respect to the proportions, pi ,
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in a system. Often, proportions are determined given the context of the problem
at hand and no universal approach works in all situations. In networks this can
be calculated by analyzing the nodes with respect to a particular measure. Most
conveniently, each node may be assigned a positive fraction with respect to the nodes
degree. Other weighting schemes include analyzing different centrality measures,
such as eigenvector centrality or betweeness centrality.

5.2.1.3

Disparity

Disparity captures the extent to which elements may be distinguished from each
other based on their attributes. It answers the question: ‘how different from each
other are the categories?’ This is captured in networks in two ways. The first
approach is to analyze the shortest path length between two nodes in a network.
The second approach uses the attributes of the nodes to distinguish them from
each other without relying on their interaction within the network. The second
approach provides a more sound description of disparity because two nodes are the
same level of similarity regardless of their connection in a network. For example,
an apple is more like a blueberry than it is like a car regardless of how these things
appear in a hypothetical network of objects. All else being equal, the greater the
ability to distinguish between the elements in a network, the more disparate the
elements are, and the greater the diversity.

5.2.2 Stirling’s Diversity Heuristic
Stirling (2007) developed a non-parametric heuristic that captures system diversity
in a single measure. He argues that such a heuristic should follow ten conditions:
1. Scaling of variety. Where variety is equal to 1, heuristic takes a value of zero.
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2. Monotonicity of variety. Where elements are evenly balanced and equally
disparate, heuristic increases monotonically with variety.
3. Monotonicity of balance. For given variety and disparity, heuristic increases
monotonically with balance (i.e. heuristic is maximal for equal representation).
4. Monotonicity of disparity. For given variety and balance, heuristic increases
monotonically with the aggregate disparity between elements.
5. Scaling of disparity. Where aggregate disparity is 0 (i.e. where all elements
are effectively identical), heuristic takes a value of zero.
6. Open accommodation. Heuristic symmetrically accommodates any perspective
on salient dimensions of difference under which elements can be differentiated.
7. Insensitivity to partitioning. For any given perspective on taxonomy, heuristic
is insensitive to any alternative partitioning of elements into categories.
8. Parsimony of form. Heuristic is as uncomplicated in structure and parsimonious in form as necessary to fulfill the above conditions.
9. Explicit aggregation. Heuristic permits explicit aggregation of variety, balance
and disparity, by reflecting divergent contexts or perspectives using weightings.
10. Ready articulation. Heuristic allows unconstrained articulations of diversity
with other salient properties of the systems as a whole or of its individual
elements.
Stiriling (2007) showed that a natural heuristic measure, D, is the sum of pairwise
disparities (di j) weighted by the contributions of individual system elements is
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shown in Equation 5.1:
D=

X

dij · pi · pj

(5.1)

ij(i6=j)

“where pi and pj are proportional representations of elements i and j in the system
(balance) and dij is the degree of difference (disparity) attributed to elements i and
j. The summation is across the half-matrix of (N 2 − N )/2 non-identical pairs of N
elements (i 6= j)” (Stirling, 2007). D is proportional to the Gini index when dij are
equal, D is a member of Polasky and Solow if one element dominates the system
(pi → 1), and D can be considered balance/disparity-weighted variety similar to
Junge (1994).
D can be extended to different situations by introducing two user-defined
parameters, α and β, as shown in Equation 5.2:

∆=

X

(dij )α · (pi · pj )β

(5.2)

ij(i6=j)

Given this framework, diversity in networks can be expressed in an analogous
way. The goal is to develop two measures of diversity, one at the node level and
one at the network level. Ideally, the node and network level measures should be
similar in form. Additionally, these measures must meet the criteria that Stirling’s
∆ measure meets.

5.2.3 Stirling’s Diversity Heuristic and Information Networks
Stirling’s diversity heuristic, ∆, does not apply well to information networks for
two reasons. First, ∆ does not depend on the links in a network as suggested by
Stirling’s tenth condition. Second, ∆ scales asymptotically to 12 , which can have
adverse effects in comparing diversity between networks that differ by orders of
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magnitude in the number of nodes. Note that ∆ would scale to 1, but Stirling
(Stirling, 2007) suggested only summing over the unique pairs. This is proven
below.
Consider a network, G = (N, E). It is possible to calculate the Stirling diversity
of the network, D(G), as shown in Equation 5.3:

D(G) =

X

dij pi pj

(5.3)

{ij|i∈N,j∈N,i≺j}

where i ≺ j implies that i 6= j and i is ordered lower than j given an arbitrary
ordering of the N invariants. Most commonly, N is the set of nodes; however, other
partitions of the network are possible to be used, such as clusters of nodes. Equation 5.3 shows that the Stirling diversity measure for a set of nodes is independent
of the set of edges. In other words, if an edge is added or removed from G then
the Stirling diversity of the network does not change. Stirling derived his diversity
measure to be separate from interactions within a system (Stirling, 2007). For this
reason, Stirling’s diversity captures only the diversity of nodes in a network.
In technology and society, the discipline Stirling developed his diversity heuristic
for, it is useful to compare a perspective of nodal diversity to the interactions within a
system (edges in a network). In text analysis and text-based discovery, however, one
is also interested in the interactions of the entities within texts to track information
flow through networks. For example, imagine that two chemical entities have high
similarity (low disparity) but do not co-occur, this might suggest that they can be
alternatives for use in research. It may turn out that this was previously unknown
and provide a more efficient approach. On the other hand, imagine that a chemical
entity is mentioned frequently but doesn’t co-occur with any other chemical entities.
From a network perspective, it is not straightforward how to predict new links
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between this frequently mentioned chemical entity and the other chemicals in the
network. For these reasons, changing the number of edges in a chemical portfolio
network should change the diversity of that network because information flow is
directly related to the nodes and edges in the network. If a node has no edges
within an information network, then it does not contribute to information flow
within the network and can be ignored.
It is possible that some nodes are connected to every other node in a network.
In fact, it is possible that there is a fully connected network, known as a complete
network. Although this is partially avoided by removing these nodes from the
network as was done in the Reading problem using the stop lists, it is possible that
such a phenomenon happens in practice. Such a network should have maximal
diversity if the nodes are maximally diverse and the edges are equally weighted.
The second concern with applying Stirling’s diversity heuristic to information
networks is that it asymptotically approaches 12 :
Theorem 1. Stirling’s diversity heuristic, D, approaches the asymptotic maximum
of

1
2

when N → ∞.

Proof. 0 ≤ dij ≤ 1, thus D is maximized when dij = 1, ∀{ij|i ∈ N, j ∈ N, i ≺ j}.
The remaining problem is to solve the quadratic optimization problem

max

X

pi pj

(5.4)

{ij|i∈N,j∈N,i≺j}

s.t.
N
X

pi = 1

i=1

The constraint,

PN

i=1

pi = 1, can be used to reformulate the objective of the
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optimization problem. In particular,
X
N

2

pi

= 12

(5.5)

i=1
N
X

p2i +

i=1

X

pi pj = 1

(5.6)

{i,j|i6=j,i∈N,j∈N }





X

2

pi pj = 1 −

N
X

p2i

(5.7)

i=1

{ij|i∈N,j∈N,i≺j}

It is seen from program 5.4 and by Equations 5.5–5.7,

arg max

X



pi pj

= arg max 2

X



pi pj

= arg max 1 −

p2i

i=1

{ij|i∈N,j∈N,i≺j}

{ij|i∈N,j∈N,i≺j}

N
X

which is the quadratic programming problem


max

1−

N
X

p2i

i=1
N
X

s.t



(5.8)

pi = 1

i=1

The optimization problem in 5.8 is solved producing p∗i =
to show that the sum over the

 
N
2

=

(N 2 −N )
2

1
.
N

Now what remains is

unique pairs tends to 21 .

(N 2 − N ) ∗2
1N N −1
1
pi = lim
=
N →∞
N →∞ 2 N
2
N
2
lim

The speed at which ∆ tends towards

1
2

is shown in Figure 5.1. The figure

shows that by 10 nodes the theoretical maximum diversity has reached 0.45 and by
50 nodes it has reached 0.49. This makes it challenging to differentiate between
networks with few nodes and networks with hundreds of thousands of nodes because
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Figure 5.1. Theoretical maximum values for Stirling’s diversity heuristic, ∆.

they have the same maximum diversity. Also, in practice large networks will have
lower diversity than smaller networks as the probability of having a few nodes with
maximum pair-wise disparity is greater than having several nodes with maximum
pair-wise disparity.

5.3 Network Diversity Methodology
The goal of determining network diversity is to develop a measure in R that captures
network structure for information flow between nodes. This measure should capture
the variety, balance, and disparity of a network. The network diversity measure is
derived considering an arbitrary, weighted, undirected network, G = (V, E). This
can be extended to the directed case, but the extension is not shown here. Variety,
balance, and disparity are defined for information networks as:
1. Variety: the number of nodes in the network, |V | = N .
2. Balance: the apportionment of interest of across the nodes.
3. Disparity: the degree to which nodes can be distinguished from each other.
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5.3.1 Variety
The representation of variety, Dvar , is clear from its definition as the number of
nodes in the network:
Dvar = |V |.

(5.9)

5.3.2 Balance
Balance, Dbal , is a bit more complicated to capture because “interest” is challenging
to quantify using a single measure. In information networks interest of nodes is
directly linked to the co-occurrence of the entities they represent. The challenge
comes from creating the proportions, pi used to calculate balance as shown in
Table 5.1.
There are multiple ways to define pi and some make more sense than others. In
network science, often nodes are characterized by a centrality measure. There are
many centrality measures that exist. Common ones include degree, eigenvector,
betweenness, closeness, and Katz centrality. While these are rankings of the nodes,
they may be extended to calculate proportions in a network.
It is known that none of these centrality measures dominate any of the others.
If this was so, then the dominated measure wouldn’t be used. It is left up to the
particular problem at hand to determine which centrality measure is best suited for
a particular task. As the optimal decision of centrality may change by task, without
loss of generality weighted degree centrality is chosen herein. The proportions, pi ,
can be calculated, for example, by dividing by the total degree in the network as
shown in Equation 5.10:
X

pi = deg(i)/

i∈N
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deg(i).

(5.10)

The degree-based formulation of proportions, pi , makes it possible to calculate
the Gini and Simpson indexes, but Theorem 1 shows that these indexes have an
unfavorable asymptotic property. For a different approach consider the concept of
information entropy (Shannon & Weaver, 1962). Information entropy is calculated
as
H = (−

X

pi ln pi ).

(5.11)

i

Pielou (1969) discussed Shannon evenness, J, using the idea of the maximum
entropy in the system,

Hmax = −

N
X

(

i=1

1
1
) ln( ) = ln N
N
N

(5.12)

thus,
J = H/Hmax = (−

N
X

pi ln pi )/ ln N.

(5.13)

i

J can be interpreted as the normalized measure of information entropy in a system.
A straight forward measure for Dbal is J since it is between 0 and 1, is 1 when the
system is even, and is 0 when one entity dominates the sytem. This is shown in
Table 5.1 as Shannon evenness. While 0 ≤ J ≤ 1, Equation 5.12 shows that the
maximum information entropy diverges as the number of items increases.
It is desired to have a network measure that is dependent on the co-occurrences
and not the nodes alone. For this reason, the entropy of the edges is calculated. In
particular, each edge is re-weighted such that the total edge weight in the network
is one making each edge’s weight its proportion in the network. This is shown in
network notation in Equation 5.14:

Dbal =

−

P

ij∈E

w(eij ) ln w(eij )
ln |E|
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(5.14)

where w(eij ) is the weight of the edge between i and j.

5.3.3 Disparity
The disparity, Ddis , of a network measures the extent to which the nodes can be
distinguished from each other. One approach is to focus on the nodes themselves and
explore nodal attributes for distinguishing characteristics. In social network analysis
this is known as homophily. This approach is the most accurate in determining
how two objects that nodes represent differ from each other because it explores the
attributes of the objects directly. The issue with using node attributes is that it
is not generalizable to all networks. Given m nodal attributes, one may consider
representing nodes in a Euclidean m-space and calculating the similarities between
nodes using any of the popular vector-space distance measures (e.g., cosine distance,
Soregel distance, vector norm); however, there is no guarantee that such attribute
information is present or easily obtained.
Another approach is to use network structure to determine disparity. In some
ways, this is similar to clustering in the network. Consider the distances between
nodes as a proxy for disparity, we may naïvely consider disparity to be measured
by link density. Link density is the fraction of the number of edges compared
to the number of possible edges (e.g., 2|E|/(N 2 − N ) for an undirected graph).
This disparity does not truly consider how different each node is in the graph but
is incredibly fast to calculate. One might also consider average shortest path to
measure disparity; however, average shortest path does not capture node differences.
The issue with both link density and average shortest path is that they do not
classify how different each node is unless the underlying generative model for the
network imposes this differentiation.
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Consider the mean link weight. In a weighted network this is the total edge
weight divided by the number of possible edges in the network, assuming edge
weights are normalized between 0 and 1. Let the edge weights be constructed
such that nodes that are maximally dissimilar have no edge and as edge weight
increases so does the similarity of the nodes (to some maximum), then average edge
weight can be used as a surrogate for disparity. However, this approach suggests
that a network with no edges has maximum disparity, which is not desirable for
information networks.
Having attribute information to determine the disparity among nodes is ideal.
This provides the most substantively meaningful quantification of disparity. When
such information is not known, a surrogate measure may be used. A composite of
the link density and the average edge weight are recommended but not explored
here.

5.3.4 Modified Network Diversity Heuristic
As (Ricotta & Szeidl, 2006) write, Shannon (1962) introduced the entropy measure
to statistically determine the amount of information in messages. More specifically,
Shannon entropy measures the average amount of information content in bits in a
transmitted message as
H=−

N
X

pi log2 pi

(5.15)

i=1

where the message is broken down into the vector p of N message portions.
The information content is directly related to the uncertainty in predicting the
message. This implies that the information gained from the message is equal to
the amount of uncertainty in the contents of the message before reading it. The
quantity − log2 pi is referred to as the surprise associated with the ith portion of the
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message. If we replace f (pi ) = − log2 pi , then we readily see that Shannon entropy
is the expected surprise from a message:

H=−

N
X

pi f (pi ).

(5.16)

i=1

This average surprise gives a measure of information content in the message.
A network-level diversity heuristic, DG , can now be generalized as done in
Stirling (2007) by examining the sum of pairwise disparities, weighted in proportion
to contributions of individual edges. This follows the form of a disparity/balance
weighted variety measure that Stirling suggested. A specific additional requirement
is that the two nodes considered should be directly connected with an edge where
the edge weights are scaled to sum to unity. The network diversity heuristic, DG ,
for undirected graphs is given in Equation 5.17:

DG = −

X

dij p(i,j) log p(i,j)

(5.17)

{i,j|(i,j)∈E,i≺j}

where (i, j) is an edge in E and p(i,j) = P

w(eij )
w(eij )

and log is calculated in base 2.

(i,j)∈E

This is a similar form to Stirling’s D where Shannon’s entropy is used instead of
the Gini index for balance.
DG is calculated over the set of edges, E, where an edge ij ∈ E suggests that
node i and node j have a relationship. These edges are weighted based on the belief
or evidence that the relationships exists. For example, the edge weight for (i, j) is
determined in the Reading and Assembly steps to show the belief that a pair of
chemicals or keywords are related to each other in this methodology. In calculating
DG , the edges are rescaled based on the collective belief in all connections (i.e., the
total edge weight). This forms the vector p to be used in Equation 5.15. Thus,
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in this work, DG measures the weighted average surprise of the co-occurrence
relationships.
The weights are represented by the disparities between nodes, dij . Recall that
dij measures the difference between two nodes (e.g., the degree to which they can be
distinguished). In the case that dij = d = 1, then the nodes are maximally different
and DG is the average surprise of the co-occurrence relationships. Otherwise,
∃(u, v) ∈ E : duv < 1 and p(u,v) (− log2 p(u,v) ) is decreased by this fraction, duv ,
because the nodes u and v are not maximally different and there may exist some
uncertainty in distinguishing among them.
This shows that DG is a summation of the multiplication of two types of
information. We use the surprise of the belief of a relationship (edge weight)
compared to all other relationships (edge weights) as a global measure of information
content. If the belief of the relationship (edge weight) is small (pij << 1), then we
are surprised by the connection. If the belief of the relationship (edge weight) is
large (p(i,j) ≈ 1), then the surprise of the relationship is negligible. We use disparity
as a measure of local information content contained in a relationship. If an edge is
between two indistinguishable nodes, then there is no information gain.
It is important to distinguish between the interpretation of the belief of a
relationship (edge weight) and the surprise of the relationship. The belief measures
the trust in and importance of the relationship given a corpus. In this work, term
frequency-inverse entity frequency from (Hossain et al., 2012) was used and a cosine
distance matrix is calculated. Clearly, a higher belief means the relationship is
more trustworthy and important. Now consider perfect belief in a relationship (i.e.,
edge weight is unity). One might consider these two nodes as perfectly dependent
since they perfectly co-occur. And, because they perfectly co-occur, the surprise of
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this relationship is zero.
One assumption is that surprise is not affected by original individual weights
but by the distribution of original weights. This means that if two networks have
the same nodes and edges with one set of edge weights scaled from the other, then
the two networks will have the same diversity.

5.3.4.1

Properties of DG

It can be shown that this heuristic, DG , satisfies the first five criteria of Stirling’s
∆. These conditions focus on the mathematical properties of the heuristic.
Theorem 2. Scaling of variety. Where variety is equal to 1, heuristic takes a value
of zero.
Proof. If variety is 1, then there is only one vertex. Thus, there are no edges and
the diversity is zero.
Theorem 3. Monotonicity of variety. Where elements are evenly balanced and
equally disparate, heuristic increases monotonically with variety.
Proof. Let dij = d ≥ 0 ∀(ij) ∈ E as stated. This follows immediately from the
definition of maximum entropy in Equation 5.12.
Theorem 4. Monotonicity of balance. For given variety and disparity, heuristic
increases monotonically with balance (i.e. heuristic is maximal for equal representation).
Proof. Let dij = d ≥ 0 ∀(ij) ∈ E. For a given |E|, we may now rewrite diversity
as DG = −d
P|E|

i=1

P|E|

i=1

w(ei ) log w(ei ). From the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality

w(ei ) log w(ei ) ≤ −|E| log |E| and is maximized when w(ei ) = 1/|E|.
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Theorem 5. Monotonicity of disparity. For given variety and balance, heuristic
increases monotonically with the aggregate disparity between elements
Proof. For a fixed set of weighted edges in |E|, as dij increases so does DG .
Theorem 6. Scaling of disparity. Where aggregate disparity is 0 (i.e. where all
elements are effectively identical), heuristic takes a value of zero.
Proof. Let dij = d = 0 then
DG = −d

P|E|

i=1

w(ei ) log w(ei ) = −0

P|E|

i=1

w(ei ) log w(ei ) = 0

Stirling’s sixth through ninth conditions are subjective in nature. It is possible
to provide arguments that support and contradict that ∆ and DG meet these
conditions. DG , is specifically designed to merge the differences of nodes and edges
into one measure, thus, it does not meet Stirling’s tenth condition.

5.4 Discussion
This section presented a new measure for capturing diversity in networks. It uses
a disparity, entropy weighted count of the number of nodes to measure diversity.
It was shown to have more favorable bounds than the existing heuristic from
Rao-Stirling for information networks. It was derived considering only Stirling’s
framework (2007), yet our diversity heuristic, DG , parallels the node-level measures
of accessibility (Viana, Batista, & Costa, 2012) and expected force (Lawyer, 2015),
two recent node-level metrics in network science.
Accessibility was derived from the theory of random walks and is predictive of
information spreading processes on networks with large diameter and low density.
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Accessibility for node i at a maximum length of h is calculated as

(h)

κi



= exp −

X (h)

(h)

pj log pj



(5.18)

j

(h)

where pj

is a probabilistic measure of reachability (accessibility) of node j starting

from node i in random walks of length h. The expected force is a similar measure
that considers the possible nodes that can have information transferred from a start
node as is often investigated in the epidemiological studies. The expected force for
node i is calculated as
κi = −

J
X

dj log(dj )

(5.19)

j=1

where J is the set of all possible transmission clusters resulting from two transmissions starting from i, and dj is the normalized cluster degree of cluster j ∈ J.
Accessibility and expected force are similar in form and both capture the
influence of nodes in information flow within a network. They are two examples
of entropy calculated in graphs. Graph entropy measures are not new (e.g., see
(Dehmer & Mowshowitz, 2011) for a review). Also, several reviews of weighted
entropy exist (e.g., (Guiaşu, 1971)) that cover the properties and axioms associated
with weighted entropy that weren’t discussed here. The interested reader should
refer to these references to better understand the mathematical form and weighted
entropy.
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Chapter 6 |
Case Study 1: Exploring the
Chemical-File Relationship
A challenging aspect in summarizing literature is knowing how much to consider.
This challenge is equivalent to knowing how many files to include in a corpus in
making an information entity summarization network. There are many possible
pragmatic rules that could be developed, but a mathematical rule with linguistic
theoretical roots is preferred. The linguistic laws of Zipf (1949), Herdan (1960),
Heaps (1978), and the rules of Egghe (2007) surrounding Lokta’s law (1926) suggest
possible approaches; however, they suggest that each domain will have slightly
different mathematical parameters.
This chapter sets out to explore the link between chemical entities and files
within the entity summarization networks for the PMCOAS used in this dissertation.
The overall objectives of this chapter are 1) to find a mathematical relationship
rooted in linguistic theory between the number of unique entities and the number
of files, 2) test the model under different sampling methods of the data, and, 3)
suggest how the relationship can be used by researchers to develop entity portfolios.
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6.1 Linguistics Laws and the Chemical-File Relationship
Herdan’s law and Heaps’ law are different formulations of the same phenomenon
(Egghe, 2007). Heaps’ law (1978), originally formulated by Herdan (1960), is as
follows: Let A denote the size of a text (i.e., the number of words occurring in the
text). Let T denote the number of different words in the text (i.e., the vocabulary
size). Then we have that
T = kAθ

(6.1)

with k, θ > 0 constants and θ < 1. As (Egghe, 2007) points out, Herdan formulated
the law by seeing that if A = 1 then T = 1 and, otherwise,

θ=

ln T
≤1
ln A

(6.2)

In words, the ratio of the logarithm of vocabulary size to the logarithm of text
size is a constant, clearly at most equal to 1. Both Herdan’s law and Heap’s law
are examples of the law of diminishing returns in that as the text size grows the
vocabulary size grows at a slower rate. This suggests that vocabularies are likely
the most diverse (as modeled by T /A) when text sizes are small.
We are interested in seeing if a model that is Heaps- and Herdan-like will fit
when looking at specific types of words, namely chemical entities. We want to
find a model that accurately recommends the number of files necessary to read
to obtain a number of chemicals. It is suggested that the model will be Heapsand Herdan-like; however, Egghe (2007) pointed out that a more complicated form
may be suitable. This work doesn’t investigate the more complicated form to avoid
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increasing the number of parameters in the model.

6.2 Experimental Methodology
Four different studies were conducted to test for intervening factors in the relationship between files and chemicals. First, the number of files and the number
of unique chemicals was tested by year of the PMCOAS corpus. This was done
to determine if a model could be constructed that related these two variables.
Next, to remove the possible intervening impact of time, a model using the articles
associated with each journal as data points was constructed. Next, to further test
this relationship, the files were randomly sampled without replacement to construct
a model without year or journal intervening. Finally, several subcorpora were
constructed using the keywords (unigrams) found from text mining the abstracts
and titles of each file.
The results from these four different studies indicate that the relationship
between the number of unique chemicals and the number of files follows a power
law. In particular, results indicate that C ∝ F α where C is the number of unique
chemicals found, F is the number of files read, and 0.5 ≤ α ≤ 0.8 is the exponent
relating the two.

6.2.1 Study 1: PMCOAS
The articles were tagged with a publication year. This allowed for the PMCOAS
corpus to be represented over time. In each year all of the articles published in
that year or earlier are included in the corpus. The number of unique chemicals
was then determined for each of these years. Table 6.1 shows the distribution of
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articles, unique chemicals, and year.
Table 6.1. Distribution of chemicals and articles in PMCOAS after validation of
chemicals.

Year

Articles

Cum. Articles

Unique Chems

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

11
8
51
1,266
1,344
1,368
1,793
2,546
3,650
4,739
6,796
10,999
15,145
21,005
35,370
46,347
59,976
78,032
97,796
113,803
52,762

11
19
70
1,336
2,680
4,048
5,841
8,387
12,037
16,776
23,572
34,571
49,716
70,721
106,091
152,438
212,414
290,446
388,242
502,045
554,807

52
67
303
2,537
3,631
4,406
5,361
6,680
8,535
10,419
12,881
16,204
20,142
25,540
32,666
40,053
48,796
58,050
67,932
78,171
82,517

The data above is plotted in Figure 6.1. The data suggest that a polynomial or
power law model will fit well. A power law model is a type of polynomial fit with
only one term. A polynomial fit with multiple terms may provide higher accuracy,
but it does not provide as much substantive information compared to a power
law model. To follow the approaches of Heaps and Herdan, a power law model is
suggested here.
A power law relationship, Y = kX α is a log-linear model so linear regression
is used for to fit the transformed data. The following shows how a power law
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Figure 6.1. Distribution of files and unique chemicals by year.

Figure 6.2. Power law model for PMCOAS using all years.

relationship is a linear model.
Y = kX α
log(Y ) = log(kX α ) = log(k) + log(X α ) = log(k) + α log(X)
Y 0 = k 0 + αX 0
Fitting a power law relationship gives the fit in Figure 6.2. The model was
log(chemicals) = 1.158 + 0.668 log(f iles). The coefficient and intercept were both
significant at the 0.05 level. In particular, the intercept had a p-value of 4.4 × 10−14
and the slope has a p-value less than 2 × 10−16 . The residual standard error was
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Figure 6.3. Residuals for the power law model for PMCOAS using all years.

0.08381 on 19 degrees of freedom with a multiple R2 of 0.9923. The residuals are
shown in Figure 6.3. In the first plot it is seen that there is a clear trend in the
residuals despite the magnitude of the residuals being less than 0.2. The other plots
indicate that the model may be improved by removing the points corresponding to
1994 to 1998. Inspecting these points in Figure 6.2 shows that the fit does not hold
well for sizes below one hundred files.
To test if the model changes significantly, the model was refit using data from
1999 to 2014 only. The new model was log(chemicals) = 1.516 + 0.593 log(f iles).
The coefficients were both significant at the 0.05 level. In particular, the intercept
had a p-value less than 2 × 10−16 and the slope has a p-value less than 2 × 10−16 .
The residual standard error was 0.03194 on 16 degrees of freedom with a multiple
R2 of 0.9992. The residuals are shown in Figure 6.4. In the first plot it is seen that
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the trend from Figure 6.3 no longer exists. Additionally, the the magnitude of the
residuals dropped to less than 0.04. The other plots indicate that the model fit has
improved. It could be argued that further reduction in the data may provide a
better model fit, but given the size of the data further reductions are not explored.

Figure 6.4. Residuals for the power law model for PMCOAS using articles published
from 1999 to 2014.

For comparison the two regressions are shown in Figure 6.5. The two regression
are quite similar and are not substantively different.

6.2.2 Study 2: Journal
A study was done to see if journals also display a similar power law when comparing
the number of unique chemicals to the number of files in a journal. In this
approach each point is the collection of unique chemicals found within all of the
full-text files for each journal from the PMCOAS. There were 4,260 journals. The
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Figure 6.5. Power law models for PMCOAS overlaid.

smallest journal contained one article and the largest contained 22,942 articles.
Figure 6.6 shows the power law regression model using all journals. The model is
log(chemicals) = 0.814 + 0.865 log(f iles). The coefficients were both significant at
the 0.05 level. In particular, the intercept has a t-value of 91.04 with a corresponding
p-value less than 2×10−16 and the slope has a t-value of 144.03 with a corresponding
p-value less than 2 × 10−16 . The residual standard error was 0.0358 on 4258 degrees
of freedom with a multiple R2 of 0.8297.

Figure 6.6. Power law models for all journals.

There were 1,995 journals with fewer than 10 files. These journals skew the
regression model. A regression for the 2,265 journals that contain 10 or more articles
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is shown in Figure 6.7. The model is log(chemicals) = 1.158 + 0.697 log(f iles).
The coefficients were both significant at the 0.05 level. In particular, the intercept
has a t-value of 60.41 with a corresponding p-value less than 2 × 10−16 and the
slope has a t-value of 72.40 with a corresponding p-value less than 2 × 10−16 . The
residual standard error was 0.2636 on 2263 degrees of freedom with a multiple R2
of 0.6985.
Regression results indicate that the model using only journals with 10 or more
files is a worse fit than the model using all journals.

Figure 6.7. Power law models for all journals with more than 10 files.

6.2.3 Study 3: Random Sampling
This study was conducted to determine at which point the power law model fit does
not fit the data. The previous two studies suggest that below 100 files and below
10 files the fit of the power law regressions is poor. To test this the entirety of
PMCOAS was sampled without replacement in the following way. First, 10 articles
were sampled. Next, 40 articles were sampled. Next, 50 articles were sampled.
Next, 400 articles were sampled. Next 500 articles were sampled. Finally, 1000 files
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Figure 6.8. Intercept, R2 , and slope distributions for 50 runs.

were sampled continuously until there were no more articles. This created data
points corresponding to 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, ..., 554,000, 554,807
articles. The number of unique chemicals in each of these points was determined.
Finally, a regression was determined using this data. This process was repeated 50
times and the results for the slope and intercept were averaged. Box plots of the
intercept, slope, and R2 values are shown in Figure 6.8.
Inspecting individual run results showed that models found do not fit the data
well when there are less than 500 files.

6.2.4 Study 4: Subcorpora
The final study was conducted to see if a similar power law relationship exists when
the articles are chosen because they reference a particular keyword. In this process
23 keyword stems were chosen for comparison. Two regressions were run for each
stem. First, the associated files were queried from the PMCOAS dataset. Then the
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Table 6.2. Regression results for subcorpora.

Stem

Articles
in 2014

neck
liver
bone
lung
alzheim
metabol
lymphoma
brain
kidney
asthma
blind
tumour
fish
thyroid
serum
schizophrenia
arthriti
breast
leukemia
diarrhea
anemia
osteoporosis
salmonella

2,165
8,007
8,021
8,776
2,043
11,832
2,356
12,167
4,322
2,378
1,960
5,131
2,459
2,341
10,194
1,828
3,277
10,010
2,409
679
1,051
964
998

All Years of Corpus
Slope Intercept
R2

Corpus ≥ 100 Articles
Slope Intercept
R2

0.580
0.824
0.651
0.738
0.638
0.614
0.627
0.572
0.582
0.692
0.989
0.885
0.673
0.620
0.798
0.865
0.672
0.570
0.638
0.791
0.736
0.815
0.762

0.589
0.601
0.572
0.598
0.583
0.608
0.576
0.541
0.525
0.598
0.661
0.556
0.584
0.512
0.596
0.697
0.618
0.613
0.617
0.626
0.572
0.690
0.661

1.466
0.937
1.332
1.107
1.498
1.718
1.352
1.690
1.636
1.202
0.459
0.599
1.383
1.429
0.969
0.694
1.230
1.554
1.462
1.064
1.093
0.818
1.160

0.9989
0.9088
0.9801
0.9695
0.9981
0.9990
0.9966
0.9974
0.9971
0.9846
0.9599
0.9548
0.9896
0.9943
0.9002
0.9722
0.9854
0.9966
0.9984
0.9793
0.9948
0.9935
0.9719

1.439
1.605
1.573
1.538
1.648
1.738
1.500
1.798
1.814
1.464
1.337
1.641
1.637
1.736
1.581
1.132
1.379
1.415
1.525
1.440
1.524
1.142
1.385

0.9990
0.9982
0.9974
0.9965
0.9978
0.9976
0.9968
0.9990
0.9981
0.9980
0.9968
0.9996
0.9995
0.9952
0.9942
0.9884
0.9960
0.9996
0.9927
0.9985
0.9875
0.9986
0.9961

size of the corpus was determined by year of article publication. A first model was
constructed using the data from the year of the earliest published article. A second
model was then constructed that started in the year when the cumulative number
of files was at least 100. These two models were made for each of the 23 keyword
stems. These stems refer to diseases or illnesses that may be of interest to different
researchers. The stems used are shown in Table 6.2 with their regression results.
The results show that there is larger variation in the model results when a model
is made from the first year of a published article than when a model is made from
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the first year where at least 100 articles have been published. The slope ranges
from 0.570 to 0.989 using all of the data. The slope ranges from 0.512 to 0.697
using the data where at least 100 articles have been published. A comparison of
the slopes is shown in Figure 6.9. This suggests that including the data points
before 100 articles have been published skews the results. Figure 6.10 shows the
distribution of R2 , intercept, and slope values for the models that start from when
the number of articles is at least 100.

Figure 6.9. Comparison of slope (exponent) when using all of the data and when
starting after 100 articles are in the corpus.

6.3 Discussion and Conclusion
This section showed four studies that were done to examine if a relationship between
the number of files read and the number of unique chemicals exists. In particular,
the relationships was from the family of Herdan (1960) and Heaps (1978). In the
first study, the number of articles and number of unique chemicals were plotted by
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Figure 6.10. Intercept, R2 , and slope distributions the 23 case studies when starting
after 100 articles are in the corpus.

year using the data from the PMCOAS. It was found that a polynomial model and
a power law model fit the data well. A power law model provides more substantive
use for a researcher and was chosen for further exploration. Three additional studies
were completed to verify the model. The second study tested to see if time was an
intervening variable by grouping articles based on the journal they were published
in. The third study conducted a random sampling without replacement of the
PMCOAS data. The final study sampled PMCOAS by finding sub-corpora that
contain a keyword root in their title or abstract.
The four studies suggest that a power law relationship exists between the number
of articles read and the number of unique chemicals. Specifically, there is a model
of the form
f iles ∝ chemicalsα .
The model in the first study using all of PMCOAS had an α value of 0.593 after
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data reduction. Across all of the studies the slope ranged from 0.512 to 0.989. It
was shown that the models do not fit the data well when less than 100 articles are
used to create a data point. Given this data modification, it is suggested that α is
between 0.5 and 0.7 as shown in Figure 6.10. This suggests that the number of
unique chemicals grows between the square of the number of files and the number
of files raised to the 1.25 power. Other studies in different fields found exponents
in this range and even suggested slightly more complex models (Y.-S. Chen &
Leimkuhler, 1989; Egghe, 2007).
This model can be used in two ways. First, the model can suggest the number of
articles necessary to explore given that a researcher has a particular size of chemical
portfolio they are interested in. Second, the model can explain the marginal gain
from exploring additional literature sources in developing a chemical portfolio. For
example, using the PMCOAS model results if a chemical portfolio has been created
from reading 100 articles then, possibly, reading 222 additional articles is necessary
to double the number of unique chemicals explored.
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Chapter 7 |
Case Study 2: Methodology Validation and Verification
7.1 Introduction
This case study was done to test assumptions made in the methodology and
compare obtained summary results to the ground truth. In particular, the need
for a keyword algorithm was studied by looking at author-provided keywords in
chemotherapy literature from our PMCOAS download. Also, two lists of common
and top chemotherapy drugs were found in literature. These lists are compared
with the results from the methodology.
Chemotherapy refers to any drug that is introduced into the body; however, it
is more commonly used to refer to treatments for cancer. There are many types
of chemotherapeutic drugs. The American Cancer Society (ACS) published a list
of common chemotherapy drugs (ACS, 2015). ACS splits the drugs into seven
categories: akylating agents, antimetabolites, anti-tumor antibiotics, topoisomerase
inhibitors, mitotic inhibitors, corticosteroids, and others. The list contains 50 chem-
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icals that are categorized using this scheme. Some drugs belong to multiple groups.
The World Health Organization (WHO) puts out a list of essential medicines for
hospitals (World Health Organization, 2015). The medicines are categorized with
Section 8: Antineoplastics and Immunosupressives containing chemicals used in the
treatment of different types of cancer. WHO breaks Section 8 into immunosuppressive medicines; cytotoxic and adjuvant medicines; and, hormones and antihormones.
The WHO list contains 48 essential chemicals.
The WHO and ACS lists overlap on 27 chemicals for a combined total of 58
chemicals. These lists and their combined list are taken as the ground truth. Using
this ground truth allows for validation and verification of our results. First, we
test to see if the reading of chemicals produces a list, which when sorted by total
frequency is able to predict these lists. Next, we see if our network can sort the
chemical nodes to reproduce this list as well. We compare our results to find that
both approaches perform about as well in prediction. We qualitatively discuss the
added benefit of linking by looking at clustering agreement among the classifications
from ACS and cliques in our network. We use a qualitative approach because ACS
makes no claim that similarly classified chemicals should appear together.
In order to complete these tests, we need to utilize the chemical portfolios created
for chemotherapy. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1,
we setup the creation of our chemotherapy corpus and discuss the results obtained
from Reading. In doing this, we explore the possibility of using author-provided
keywords to identify documents in PMCOAS. In Section 2, we present visuals of
the chemical portfolios in chemotherapy. In Section 3, we perform testing using
our ground truth list. Finally, in Section 4, discussion of the results is presented.
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Figure 7.1. Distribution of full-text files in the chemotherapy corpus by year.

7.2 Chemotherapy Reading
This case study is motivated by (Chonde et al., 2015). Any full-text articles
from the PMCOAS download that have an author-provided keyword containing
“chemotherapy” were included. This resulted in a subset of 2,257 full-text articles
with abstracts and keywords. The temporal distribution of this corpus is shown in
Figure 7.1. The subset was obtained by querying the author-derived keywords.

7.2.1 Chemicals
Reading provided 163,559 chemical mentions of 20,704 unique chemical mentions.
The top ten mentioned chemicals by total frequency and document frequency are
provided in Table 7.1 and the distribution of total mentions is provided in Table 7.2.
These are shown before validating the mentions for a PubChem CID and removing
chemical stop words. This was done because several of the chemicals here are
prominent chemotherapy treatments but appear on the chemical stop list, such as
cisplatin. The chemical mentions that occurred more than twice were linked to a
PubChem CID resulting in 30,611 chemical mentions of 2,255 unique PubChem
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Table 7.1. Top 10 chemicals and uses in chemotherapy case study. Stop words are
indicated by *.

PubChemID

Common Name

Use
(type of cancer)

*84691
*3385
36314
148124
60750
23939
24801580
*40469134
9887054
10339178

cisplatin
5-FU
paclitaxel
docetaxel
gemcitabine
platinum
bevacizumab
doxorubicin
oxaliplatin
carboplatin

Lung, testicular
Skin, colon
Lung, breast
Breast, lung
Breast, lung
Form complexes
Colon, renal
Lung, bone
Colon, rectal
Ovarian, head

Mentions
No. of Articles
(% of total)
(% of total)
6,354
3,813
3,668
3,422
2,959
2,458
2,389
2,379
2,203
1,958

(3.88%)
(2.43%)
(2.39%)
(2.29%)
(2.02%)
(1.71%)
(1.70%)
(1.72%)
(1.62%)
(1.46%)

908 (13.96%)
392 ( 6.03%)
558 ( 8.58%)
454 ( 6.52%)
382 ( 5.87%)
483 ( 7.43%)
262 ( 4.03%)
572 ( 8.80%)
348 ( 5.35%)
419 ( 6.44%)

Table 7.2. Number of chemicals by number of mentions for chemotherapy corpus.

Mentions

No. of Chemicals (% of total)

Mentions (% of total)

14,201 (68.59%)
2,196 (10.61%)
995 ( 4.81%)
587 ( 2.84%)
386 ( 1.86%)
2,331 (11.29%)

14,197 ( 8.68%)
2,192 ( 1.34%)
998 ( 0.61%)
589 ( 0.36%)
393 ( 0.24%)
145,190 (88.77%)

1
2
3
4
5
>5

verified chemicals. These verified chemicals are used to create the chemotherapy
chemical portfolio and in validation and verification testing below.

7.2.2 Keywords
In this corpus there were 12,150 author-provided keyword mentions of 4,956 unique
keywords. The top ten keywords are shown in Table 7.3 and can be partitioned
into three categories: types of chemotherapy, types of cancer, and treatments. One
disadvantage of using author-provided keywords is that they may be chemicals.
For example, Table 7.3 references cisplatin. Cisplatin is a chemotherapy drug with
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Table 7.3. Top 10 author-provided keyword phrases in chemotherapy corpus.

Keyword

Frequency (% of Corpus)

chemotherapy
breast cancer
radiotherapy
cancer
neoadjuvant chemotherapy
adjuvant chemotherapy
cisplatin
colorectal cancer
gastric cancer
surgery

1524 (66.75%)
185 ( 8.10%)
180 ( 7.88%)
113 ( 4.95%)
112 ( 4.91%)
106 ( 4.64%)
99 ( 4.34%)
84 ( 3.68%)
79 ( 3.46%)
70 ( 3.07%)

Table 7.4. Top chemotherapy association rules.

Rule

Confidence (%)

metastatic colorectal cancer ⇒ irinotecan
glioblastoma ⇒ temozolomide
chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting ⇒ dexamethasone
chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting ⇒ granisetron
sarcoma ⇒ ifosfamide

89
88
83
83
83

a long history dating back to the 1800’s. Cisplatin is the most frequent chemical
shown in Table 7.1 and cisplatin is on the chemical stop list, which violates our
distinction between entities and topics.

7.2.3 Association Rules
We present the top association rules by confidence in Table 7.4 between chemicals
and author-provided keywords. These rules provide insight into possible strong
linkages between chemicals and medical conditions. Note that the keywords here
are author-derived. For example, dexamethasone and granisetron are two of the
most common treatments for chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting (Hesketh,
2008).
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7.2.4 Discussion
PMCOAS contains 11,514 articles that contain “chemotherap” (the stem of chemotherapy) in the abstract or title at least two times in total. Using author-derived
keywords finds only 2,257 of the 11,514 articles found using our keyword approach.
This may be true for a variety of reasons. Authors might not indicate the more
general keywords when working on specialized problems. For example, someone
studying a particular efficacy of a chemotherapy treatment might not consider
writing chemotherapy as a keyword but choose to focus on the outcomes or specific
sub-topics addressed within a document. Also, some articles found in this approach
may not focus on chemotherapy but have mentioned it for any number of reasons.
Table 7.4 shows how looking at the association rules with highest confidence
can provide insights that are not otherwise easily seen. The use of author-derived
keywords here has a large impact on the ability to generate many rules with high
confidence. This is because the vast majority of the author-derived keywords occur
in less than five documents. On the other hand, the author-derived keywords
provide more substantive description of a topic than our unigram algorithm used
here. This is to say, chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting is a more specific
topic (medical complaint) than could have been likely found using the keyword
extraction approach.

7.3 Chemotherapy Assembly
The chemical-chemical networks (chemical portfolios) were created for the three
case studies in this work. Each network is observed at three different time points
to display how the network is changing. To improve computational performance
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some chemicals were not used in the chemical-chemical networks. The chemicals
that compose the top 95% of chemical mentions were kept and the bottom 5% were
removed. Most of these nodes appeared in only one document and, thus, are not
central to the chemical-chemical networks.
The next pages give snapshots of the networks at various points in time and
discuss what can be seen. These visualizations were created using Gephi (Bastian,
Heymann, & Jacomy, 2009). Nodes are colored by modularity to determine clusters
within the networks. Nodes are arranged circularly by modularity and using the
Force Atlas 2 algorithm (Jacomy, Venturini, Heymann, & Bastian, 2014). Nodes
and text are sized by their degree. All statistics are calculated using Gephi.
The figures give a temporal view of the most chemicals in chemotherapy sized
and labeled by their degree. This ordering of the chemicals is what is used to
predict the top chemicals according to the ACS and WHO lists below.
As explained in Chapter 4, edge weights should be considered within the
neighborhood of a node. This is because inverse entity frequency was chosen over
inverse document frequency. It is important to use a support threshold for the
edges since document frequency was not previously considered. This is similar to
the support thresholds found in association rule mining where a rule must occur in
a minimum number of transactions in order to be considered. Here we believe that
the most useful edges are those that appear in multiple documents. In Table 7.5
we give the top five edges that appear in 10 or more documents below and where
the author-provided keyword does not include a chemical.
Estradiol is a steroid and form of estrogen that can be given to women or men
depending on their condition. Fertility preservation is the process of reducing the
risk of infertility during treatments and procedures. Often, this is linked to the
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Table 7.5. Top 5 edges by weight where chemical document frequency is at least 10.

Edge Weight

PubChem CID

Name

Keyword

0.47
0.44
0.42
0.42

9811784
6037
4891
31250

0.41

667490

estradiol
fertility preservation
folic acid
chemotherapy induced anemia
praziquantel preventive chemotherapy
DLT
phase i
antineoplastic combined
6-MP
chemotherapy protocols

Figure 7.2. Chemotherapy chemical portfolio in 2003 using nodes with top 95% of
chemical mentions in 2014.
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Figure 7.3. Chemotherapy chemical portfolio using nodes in 2008 with top 95% of
chemical mentions in 2014.
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Figure 7.4. Chemotherapy chemical portfolio using nodes in 2014 with top 95% of
chemical mentions in 2014.
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levels of estrogen in women during treatment. The link between estradiol and
fertility preservation in this corpus is likely due to the need to regulate estrogen
levels when combating cancer, especially breast cancer (Azim, Costantini-Ferrando,
Lostritto, & Oktay, 2007). Folic acid is a B vitamin that is important in DNA
repair and production of red blood cells to prevent anemia. Schistosomiasis is a
disease contracted when parasitic blood flukes, known as schistosomes, infect fresh
water and it is subsequently consumed. The WHO estimates that it affects almost
240 million people worldwide. Also, WHO (2015) recommends that praziquantel be
used as the preventive chemotherapy. DLT does refer to the chemical also known
as lusmit. So, in that regard, it was not incorrect to have it returned. In the
articles, however, DLT refers to the acronym for dose-limiting trials. Antineoplastic
combined chemotherapy protocols is a MeSH term that refers to the use of two
or more chemicals simultaneously or sequentially in chemotherapy of neoplasms.
The journal articles that included this term contained MP-6 to treat one of the
types of cancer that the protocols were being enacted or tested in. The link, while
present in our data, simply suggests that research into these protocols has focused
on cancers that MP-6 treats (e.g., leukemia).
This top edges in Table 7.5 does not contain the association rules found in the
previous section. This is because these edges do not have high weight with respect
to the entire network. For example, the edge between metastatic colorectal cancer
and irinotecan has weight 0.24. The first, second, and fifth rules are the highest
weighted edges within their neighborhood that appear in 10 or more documents.
Interestingly, the third and fourth rules, which both are suggestive of treatments of
chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting, are not the highest weighted edges in
the neighborhood for the chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting node. Instead,
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palonosetron and aprepitant appear first and second, respectively. While the four
drugs (granisetron, dexamethasone, palonosetron, and aprepitant) are all used to
treat chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting, research suggests they are used
under slightly different circumstances and sometimes they are used together in a
cocktail (Hesketh, 2008; Jordan, Sippel, & Schmoll, 2007).

7.4 Validation and Verification Test
In this section, we examine whether using the most frequent words and the chemicals
with highest degree predicts their appearance on the ACS, WHO and combined lists.
Comparing the chemical entity network and text mining results in ability to find
the chemicals is not enough because the chemicals in the Reading and Assembly
steps are the same. Instead, we use receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
to compare the predictive powers of using the results from the two steps.
The WHO list contains 48 essential chemicals. In this list, eight appear in the
chemical stop list and four do not have PubChem CIDs (asparginase, filgrastim,
rituximab, trastuxmab). Of the remaining 36 essential chemicals 35 are in the 2,255
chemicals returned from text mining. The missing chemical is calcium folinate,
PubChem CID 15150. The ACS list contains 50 chemotherapy chemicals. In this
list, five appear in the chemical stop list and one does not have a PubChem CID
(L-asparginase). All of the remaining 44 chemicals were captured in text mining.
The two lists overlap on 22 chemicals of the combined total of 58 chemicals.
We sorted the chemicals based on total frequency within the 2,257 documents
and, separately, based on degree within the chemical portfolio for 2014. We then
look at the ability of the two sorted lists to return the chemicals found in the ACS
and WHO lists. This is a binary, 0-1 classification problem. We need to determine
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Table 7.6. Precision values for ACS, WHO, and combined lists using degree and
frequency as a predictor with δ set to the list length after removing stop chemicals.

Precision
Degree
Frequency

List

ACS 18/36 (50%) 21/36 (58%)
WHO 17/44 (39%) 16/44 (36%)
Both 26/58 (45%) 27/58 (47%)
a threshold, δ, that determines which chemicals are returned as likely to be on the
top list of chemicals. We calculate the precision as the number of true positives
divided by the number of total predicted positives.
Let δ be the (inclusive) rank that we predict to be in the list and xi be 1 if
chemical i is in the list (true positive prediction) and 0 otherwise (false positive
prediction). Then our precision is

Pδ
i=1

δ

xi

. The precision of using these approaches

is shown in Table 7.6 for δ equal to 36, 44, and 58 corresponding to the number of
known chemicals with PubChem CIDs from the WHO, ACS, and combined lists,
respectively.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are drawn for the two predictors
in Figure 7.5. ROC curves are calculated by analyzing every possible value of δ.
These curves are used to assess the trade-off between the true positive rate (TPR)
and the false positive rate (FPR). The TPR is also called sensitivity or recall in
other areas and is calculated as
P

TPR =

# positives predicted correctly
.
P
# positives in sample

(7.1)

The FPR is also called the fall-out and is the complement of the specificity. FPR
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Figure 7.5. Receiver operating characteristic curves for predicting the a) American
Chemical Society b) World Health Organization and, c) combined lists of chemicals in
chemotherapy.

is calculated as
P

FPR =

# positives predicted incorrectly
.
P
# negatives in sample

(7.2)

Comparisons between predictive methods are done using the area under the ROC
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Table 7.7. AUC values for the frequency and degree predictors for the American
Cancer Society (ACS), World Health Organization (WHO), and combined (Both) lists of
chemicals in chemotherapy.

Source

AUC Frequency

ACS
WHO
Both

0.946
0.935
0.927

AUC Degree
0.930
0.950
0.924

curves (AUCs). In general, a value of area above 0.8 is considered good, a value
above 0.6 is considered not great, and a value below that is not much better than
random. The AUCs are given in Table 7.7. The AUCs are close enough that even
if their difference is statistically significant it is not of much practical value. Both
methods are good at prediction. The degree approach has slightly better results
than the frequency results in the WHO list. The frequency results are better for
the other two tests.

7.5 Conclusions
The results here validate and verify our methodology using the chemotherapy data
from (Chonde et al., 2015). First, we showed that author-provided keywords do
not perform as well as our unigram approach in finding possibly relevant articles.
We found that our approach found 11,514 articles that are possibly relevant to
chemotherapy while there were only 2,257 articles with an author-provided keyword
that included chemotherapy. Additionally, it was shown in Chapter 4 that less
than 50% of the articles had author-provided keywords. This reinforces our use of
a different approach to find topics (keywords) within articles.
Second, we showed that reading the chemicals from chemotherapy could create
association rules. Furthermore, we showed that these association rules are well
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known in literature and linked top chemicals to various topics (author-provided
keywords).
Third, we showed how the chemical-chemical network for chemotherapy presents
a visual picture of the top chemicals and showed that our chemical-keyword edge
weights allowed for extraction of similar results to the association rules. We did
this to justify our selection of edge weights. The edge weights in Table 7.5 were
validated using references where possible.
Finally, we performed a verification test using the ACS and WHO lists of
chemotherapeutic drugs. AUC results were above 0.92. The classifiers have low
precision (46% on average) when limited to the lengths of the ACS and WHO lists.
These results suggest that our approach provides valid summaries of the top drugs
in chemotherapy, but will require slightly longer lists than given in ACS and WHO.
It is not possible to refute or validate the top chemicals returned by the classifiers
that are not in ACS or WHO without additional gold standard sources. Lastly,
the frequency and degree classifiers performed similarly, such that no meaningful
distinction in performance is made.
There were some issues raised in this process. We found that one of the verified
chemical mentions did not refer to a chemical in the text but, rather, was an
acronym. Another issue was that the cNER results didn’t find L-asparginase in
any of the documents. Also, PubChem did not return any hits for four known
chemotherapeutic drugs (asparginase, filgrastim, rituximab, trastuxmab) that
appeared in the ACS and WHO lists. The four of these chemicals are large
molecules (>900 daltons). The association rules developed have to be considered in
reference to their support and the edge weights have to be considered in reference
to the chemical’s document frequency. Without doing this step it is possible to
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have association rules with 100% confidence and edges with weight 1.0 by having
a chemical perfectly co-appear with a keyword. For a few documents (here we
suggest less than 10) we remain skeptical of such a strong connection, while for
several documents we believe this to be true.
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Chapter 8 |
Case Study 3: Comparing Entity Summaries
8.1 Introduction
The previous chapters of this dissertation discussed how the methodology creates,
visualizes, and analyzes entity summaries in large literature sets. The last step is
to compare these summaries. In this chapter, we use different research streams to
show how the entity summaries can be compared. Our objective is two-fold: 1) to
compare summaries from different areas using network science and our diversity
measure, and 2) to determine if this methodology can serve as a starting point for
literature based discovery.
In the previous Chapter, we looked into chemotherapy and presented summarization networks there. These are revisited in this chapter and compared to
two other summarization networks. The first is in diabetes and the second is in
honeybees. We choose these two other broad areas because, a priori, we have no
reason to believe that they are connected.
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Figure 8.1. Distribution of full-text files in the diabetes corpus by year.

The rest of this chapter is organized as followed. In Sections 2 and 3, we go
through the Reading and Assembly of these two streams to produce chemical
summarization networks and analyze them. In Section 4, we compare the summarization networks in terms of their diversity. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude by
discussing the possible meanings of diversity.

8.2 Diabetes Summarization Network
To explore diabetes the stem “diabet” was queried. This resulted in 20,774 journal
articles. Of these 9,681 had two or more occurrences of diabetes and were used
for the corpus. These articles came from 981 journals with the top being Diabetes
Care (1,862 articles), Diabetes (814 articles), and Cardiovascular Diabetology (493
articles). The distribution of articles is shown in Figure 8.1.

8.2.1 Chemicals
110,912 mentions of 6,560 unique chemicals were found after chemical stop removal
in the corpus. Table 8.1 shows the top 10 chemicals by total number of mentions
within the diabetes corpus. Intuitively, insulin and drugs that regulate insulin
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Table 8.1. Most frequent chemicals in diabetes case study.

PubChemID

Common Name

Use

70678557
16132283
92729997
29327
104818
4829
77999
172198
31348
4369359

Insulin
Glucagonum
fatty acid
Streptozocin
sulfonylurea
Pioglitazone
Rosiglitazone
ANG II
citrate
Sitagliptin

Hormone
Hormone
Fats
Drug
Drug Class
Drug
Drug
Vasoconstrictor
Metabolism
Inhibitor Drug

Document No. of
Frequency Mentions
2,906
1,486
1,031
1,012
819
619
605
558
541
466

6,410
6,173
2,690
10,285
2,414
3,711
3,438
1,142
920
4,959

production are on this list.

8.2.2 Keywords
There are 2,391 stemmed keywords that appear in ten or more documents after
removing the stop words. Table 8.2 shows the highest of these. Table 8.2 shows that
diabetes is most closely related to the keywords glucose, insulin, mellitus, women,
blood, obesity, metabolic, and prevalence. These top keywords indicate a lot about
diabetes. Common knowledge of diabetes mellitus (more commonly diabetes) tells
us it is linked to elevated glucose levels in blood caused by low insulin levels and
improper metabolic processes. These low insulin levels exist from birth (juvenile
diabetes or Type 1), develop later in life (adult-onset diabetes or Type 2) primarily
due to obesity, or form in women during pregnancy.

8.2.3 Association Rules
There were many association rules developed with high confidence. The top 10
of these are shown in Table 8.3 and all have confidence of 0.9 or higher. DDAVP,
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Table 8.2. Most frequent keywords in diabetes case study.

Keyword

Mention Frequency

insulin
glucos
mellitu
subject
women
blood
obes
metabol
preval

11,569
9,658
5,006
4,835
4,161
4,067
3,934
3,386
3,346

Keyword

Document Frequency

glucos
insulin
mellitu
subject
blood
obes
metabol
cardiovascular
preval

2,369
2,272
1,956
1,334
1,321
1,128
1,006
940
915

Table 8.3. Top association rules for diabetes with singleton itemsets.

Rule

Confidence (%)

Thiopental ⇒ rat
tbar⇒ Thiobarbituric Acid
glp⇒ Glucagonum
nausea⇒ Glucagonum
compens⇒ Insulin
Tribromoethanol⇒ mice
DDAVP⇒ insipidu
hyperinsulinem⇒ Insulin
dipeptidyl⇒ Glucagonum
peptidas⇒ Glucagonum

100
100
93
93
92
91
91
90
90
90

desmopressin acetate, is a drug that is used on people with diabetes insipidus to
reduce frequent urination and thirst. Unsurprisingly, glucagon is linked strongly
with glp which stands for glucagon-like-peptide. The top 10 show other traits
of glucagon, such as it may induce nausea and that glucagon is metabolized by
dipeptidyl peptidase.

8.2.4 Diabetes Chemical Portfolios
The diabetes chemical portfolios are shown in snapshots. Figure 8.2 is the chemical
portfolio from 2001. It shows that AERx, more commonly known as insulin, is
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Figure 8.2. Diabetes chemical portfolio in 2001 using nodes with top 95% of chemical
mentions in 2014.
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Figure 8.3. Diabetes chemical portfolio using nodes in 2008 with top 95% of chemical
mentions in 2014.
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Figure 8.4. Diabetes chemical portfolio using nodes in 2014 with top 95% of chemical
mentions in 2014.
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the chemical with the largest weighted degree followed by acetone, 3H-Tyhmidine,
biotin, cyclophosphamide and 2-ME. Acetone is used in screening diabetes. Biotin
is a drug used to decrease blood glucose levels. We saw from the previous chapter
that cyclophosphamide is also a top chemical by weighted degree in Figure 7.4.
Modularity based clustering produced 14 clusters of chemicals. The sparse visualization in Figure 8.2 is replaced by a much more dense visualization in Figure 8.3
representing the network in 2008. Insulin remains the largest node by weighted
degree. Interestingly, streptozotocin (labeled STZ in the figure) becomes the node
with the second highest weighted degree. This is likely due to the number of studies
on streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats. The number of clusters increased from 14
to 31. The final visual in Figure 8.4 has 42 clusters and uses all of the data for the
diabetes corpus.

8.3 Honeybees Summarization Network
To explore bees the stems “bee”, “honeybee”, and “pollinat” were queried. This
resulted in 933 journal articles. Of these articles, 586 had two or more occurrences
of one or more of the query terms. The 586 journal articles were kept as the bee
corpus. These articles came from 177 journals with the top being BMC Genomics
(36 articles), Journal of Insect Science (34 articles), and PLoS One (29 articles).
There was one article published in 1981 not shown in Figure 8.5.

8.3.1 Chemicals
Table 8.4 shows the most frequent chemicals in the bees corpus. From exploring
these top chemicals one can learn quite a bit about bees and the associated research
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Figure 8.5. Distribution of full-text files in the honeybee corpus by year.
Table 8.4. Top 10 chemicals and uses in the honeybee case study.

PubChemID

Common Name

86418
4581
2871
223
8058
25201573
6917655

Imidacloprid
Octopamine
Coumaphos
Ammonium
Hexane
peremin
Fumagillin

31276
2519
6999115

Use

Insecticide
Biochemical
Insecticide
Buffer
Extraction solvent
Biochemical
Biomolecule
Behavioral
Isophthalic acid
Pheromone
Caffeine
Drug
Quinine
Auxiliary

Total
Document
Mentions Frequency
371
169
146
127
124
118
111

25
28
17
5
29
30
6
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7

96
91

8
6

areas. The context provided for the keywords shows how the chemicals relate to bees.
For example, octopamine is a biogenic amine that is involved in colony behavior.
The tables above show loosely their roles including testing/using insecticides, drugs,
sterilizers, repellants, bee venom, and auxiliary chemicals. Returning the result of
prism shows a flaw in this approach. It is unlikely that the articles are referring to
prism the chemical, but more likely that they are referring to bee hive prisms.
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Table 8.5. Ten most frequent stemmed keywords in bee corpus.

Keyword

Total Frequency

Keyword

Document Frequency

coloni
behavior
worker
api
social
venom
plant
forag
viru
mellifera

276
220
208
207
168
150
145
144
142
141

coloni
behavior
insect
worker
social
plant
forag
venom
flower
speci

71 (12.12%)
52 (8.87%)
50 (8.53%)
47 (8.02%)
44 (7.51%)
37 (6.31%)
35 (5.97%)
35 (5.97%)
34 (5.80%)
92 (15.7%)

8.3.2 Keywords
The titles and abstracts from the bee corpus contained 2,402 keywords in total after
stemming. On average, each article contained 20±8 keywords. The top keywords
in Table 8.5 show that colonies, workers, social behavior, and foraging are all highly
studied areas within honeybee research. Interestingly, plants, venom, and viruses
are also among the top ten stemmed keywords.

8.3.3 Association Rules
There were few association rules with confidence above 60%. The top ones are
shown in Table 8.6. Sting and venom are often discussed with reference to two
different chemicals. Interestingly enough, these chemicals are linked to insulin
production and, thus, to diabetes. This is discussed further below.

8.3.4 Honeybees Chemical Portfolios
The honeybee chemical portfolios are shown in snapshots. Figure 8.6 is the chemical
portfolio from 2007. It shows that fatty acid is the chemical with the largest weighted
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Table 8.6. Top association rules for the bees case study.

Rule

Confidence (%)

Bisulfate⇒ methyl
Cinnamoic acid⇒ propoli
Prednisolone⇒ sting
Methoprene⇒ behavior
Melittin⇒ venom
Cytosine⇒ methyl
2-Heptanone⇒ olfactori

100
78
75
71
69
64
63

degree. Modularity based clustering produced 14 clusters of chemicals with value
0.76. Many of the same chemicals had relatively high weighted degree in 2010
(Figure 8.6) as in 2007 (Figure 8.6). The number of clusters increased to 19 and
with a modularity value of 0.76. Hexane (HEX) became the chemical with highest
weighted degree. The top chemicals in the 2014 network are similar to the top
chemicals in the 2010 network; however, the clustering arrangement of chemicals
has changed. We see that chloroform has joined the same cluster as Hexane. The
clustering here had 22 clusters with modularity value 0.70.

8.4 Summarization Networks Comparison
In this section, we compare the summary networks. First, we look at overlapping
chemicals and see if there is a way to connect the two networks. Then we use
network science approaches to look at how the networks change over time. We
focus on their size and comment on network growth. Finally, we look at diversity
in these networks and apply the framework and heuristics discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 8.6. Honeybee chemical portfolio in 2007 using nodes with top 95% of chemical
mentions in 2014.
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Figure 8.7. Honeybee chemical portfolio using nodes in 2010 with top 95% of chemical
mentions in 2014.
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Figure 8.8. Honeybee chemical portfolio using nodes in 2014 with top 95% of chemical
mentions in 2014.
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8.4.1 Overlapping Chemicals and LBD
The overlap between keywords and chemicals and the analysis of links over time
can be used to predict new links. This is precisely what literature based discovery
tries to do. Recall that honeybees has 1,796 unique chemicals and diabetes has
6,481 unique chemicals. In total there are 1,107 chemicals that are shared between
both diabetes and honeybees corpora. This is over 60% of the chemicals in the
honeybee network. This is expected as there is such a wide array of chemicals
needed to conduct experimentation. Also, it implies that simply looking at the
overlapping chemicals doesn’t really instruct how interesting connections between
honeybees and diabetes could be developed.
We next looked at the chemicals with highest degree to find interesting connections between honeybees and diabetes in our literature. From our results in
chemotherapy in the previous chapter, we know that the chemicals with highest
degree often have high total frequency. Fatty acid was the chemical with third
highest degree in the diabetes chemical portfolio in Figure 8.4 and fifth highest
degree in the honeybees chemical portfolio in Figure 8.8. Fatty acids are studied in
both humans and honeybees to assess metabolisms. In diabetes, free fatty acids can
mediate many adverse metabolic effects, most notably insulin resistance (Karpe,
Dickmann, & Frayn, 2011). In honeybees, fatty acids in pollen are studied for their
role in nutrition and use as pheromones (Manning, 2001). The link here is not
overly helpful. At first glance there doesn’t seem to be substantive meaning to the
connection between honeybees and diabetes.
We next turned to the edge weights and association rules. We found that
prednisone is strongly related to the keyword of sting in Table 8.6. From the
diabetes results and additional research, we see that prednisone is in 92 articles
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and is a leading cause (with dexamethasone) of steroid-induced diabetes. We also
found that mellitin is strongly related to the keyword venom. We found mellitin
appeared with the chemical insulin in one paper in our honeybee corpus (Mousavi,
Imani, Haghighi, Mousavi, & Karimi, 2012). This paper explains how (Iranian)
honeybee venom affects blood sugar levels in diabetic rats and concludes that
honeybee venom may be used as therapeutic option to lower blood glucose levels.
This is one of two papers that overlap between the two corpora. The other deals
with bee colony optimization applied to diabetes datasets and isn’t of interest.
There are 9 files in the honeybee corpus that have the chemical insulin. Of
these files, only (Mousavi et al., 2012) discusses the link between mellitin and
insulin, specifically that honeybee venom can be used as a therapeutic option in the
treatment of diabetes. Inclusion of this citation shows that we are still summarizing
the literature; however, we believe it suggests the utility of these summaries for
future literature based discovery studies.

8.4.2 Network Science Comparison
We can compare these networks using several network measures. We present an
overview of these networks in Table 8.7 where we have calculated all properties for
the largest connected component. The average shortest path in the network, p,
does not seem to change much between the three networks. It is slightly larger in
the diabetes network than the others, but still it is around 2 hops. This implies that
all of the information networks have hubs that make moving through the network
fast. The diameter of the networks changes between 3 and 6. The diameter of
a network measures the length of the longest, shortest path between any pair of
nodes. It is about one hop bigger for the diabetes network consistently.
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Table 8.7. Network properties for chemotherapy, diabetes, and honeybees networks.
F=files, N=number nodes, E=number of edges, d=diameter of network, and p=average
shortest path in the network.
Year
F
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

4
8
10
59
126
197
244
300
372
476
609
778
1047
1443
2006
2257

Chemotherapy
N
E
d
58
77
102
271
416
556
618
688
789
927
1060
1306
1623
1879
2100
2156

650
934
1232
3000
5702
8851
10066
11277
13567
16864
21135
28280
47059
63976
78645
83933

3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
4

p
1.62
1.71
1.82
2.22
2.22
2.18
2.19
2.21
2.22
2.22
2.20
2.24
2.20
2.17
2.14
2.13

F

N

Diabetes
E

3
6
11
50
19
84
26 104
31 112
43 133
57 220
95 335
143 514
237 678
379 875
634 1323
1202 1957
2080 2561
3323 3385
4800 4213
6698 5226
8835 6159
9699 6481

15
303
548
788
817
905
2157
3376
8538
10903
13031
19649
32047
48541
77495
110321
153041
195984
210865

d

p

F

1
2
3
3
4
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6

1.00
1.75
2.00
2.02
2.09
2.41
2.42
2.52
2.48
2.51
2.59
2.62
2.56
2.51
2.46
2.43
2.40
2.38
2.38

13
21
49
72
117
160
222
281
374
513
585

Honeybees
N
E
d
98
148
370
492
618
768
943
1112
1357
1676
1796

1219
1682
6214
8851
11451
15078
19134
23826
30354
42817
47006

4
5
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5

p
1.84
2.17
2.15
2.14
2.14
2.17
2.18
2.21
2.20
2.17
2.17

In Chapter 6, we showed that there exists a logarithmic relationship between
the number of files and number of unique chemicals. Here the number of unique
chemicals is represented by the number of nodes, N, in Table 8.7. We can also see
that there is a logarithmic relationship between the number of edges and the number
of files then. This might suggest that these networks follow the Densification Power
Law (DPL) (Chakrabarti & Faloutsos, 2012) that states that the effective diameter
of a real world network shrinks over time. The effective diameter is the number
of hops, d, such that 90% of all reachable pairs of nodes can be reached in d or
fewer hops. The exponent of these networks is shown in Figure 8.9 to be about
1.3, which is within the bounds of 1.03 and 1.70 for networks following the DPL.
This suggests there is a super-linear relationship between the number of chemicals
and number of edges. DPL for information networks suggests that researchers are
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Figure 8.9. Verification of densification power law for entity summarization networks.

filling in gaps in knowledge over time by experimenting with new combinations of
chemicals.

8.4.3 Diversity
We introduced the framework of Stirling (2007) in Chapter 3. Subsequently, we
expanded upon it and applied it to networks in Chapter 5. Here we utilize our
approach for measuring diversity within information networks. We start by looking
at the components of diversity: variety, balance, and disparity. After considering
the diversity components we look at the diversity heuristics. We look only at the
chemical-chemical networks created. We first compare the PMCOAS, honeybees,
diabetes, and chemotherapy networks. Then, we add in an additional ten networks
and perform additional experimentation to illustrate how future studies can utilize
diversity in information networks.
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Figure 8.10. Diversity components of chemical information networks for PMCOAS
(purple), chemotherapy (red), diabetes (green), and honeybees (blue). a) variety b)
proportional balance, and c) mean pair-wise disparity.

8.4.3.1

Diversity Components

Figure 8.10 presents the variety, proportional balance, and average pair-wise disparity of the diabetes, honeybees, chemotherapy, and PMCOAS summary networks.
The variety, C, is simply the number of chemicals (nodes) in the network. The
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proportional balance, q, is the fraction of maximum entropy in the network calculated using edges. The mean pair-wise disparity, D̄, is calculated using Tanimoto
coefficients from PubChem for each pair of chemicals. Here we present the disparity
values as percents on a 0-100 scale. We present the results by considering the year
of data and the number of files. Some trends are immediately noticeable.
Figure 8.10A is the same result that appeared in our first case study on the
link between files and number of chemicals. Given this information we see that
the PMCOAS network is the largest network, the diabetes network is the second
largest, the chemotherapy network is the third largest, and the honeybees network
is the smallest. Not much is gained by looking at the variety by number of files
that wasn’t explained in Chapter 6.
Figure 8.10B shows that the proportional balance, q, of the networks is quite
high (≥ 90%). This means that the edges in the network are nearly evenly split
indicating near maximum entropy. Maximum entropy, by our definition, occurs
when the edges are all given the same weight. We see that there is a clear downward
trend in the balance. This implies that over time some links are becoming stronger
(weaker) and the variance of link weights is increasing. We see that the honeybees
network has the highest balance both by year and by the number of files. And, that
the PMCOAS network has the lowest balance by year and by the number of files.
The interpretation of weights is done globally and locally. For each node, we
are interested in the other nodes that have strongest connection to it. This is our
interest in local weights. For the entire graph, we are interested in the edges that
have highest weight because we have the best proof of a connection. This idea
comes directly from the modeling approach as discussed in (Hossain et al., 2012).
Figure 8.10C shows that the mean pair-wise disparity is highest for the honeybees
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network, second highest for the chemotherapy network, third highest for the diabetes
network, and lowest for the PMCOAS network. A decreasing trend is seen in all
four networks. As the number of files is increased, the mean pair-wise disparity of
chemicals decreases. We hypothesize that as the networks continue to grow there
is more incremental optimization of chemicals (e.g., side chain optimization) than
there is introduction of new chemicals. The number of pairs within a system of n
objects is on the order of n2 .
The trends from Figure 8.10 do not make it immediately clear which network
has the highest diversity. To try to answer this question we checked if any network
dominates another. We say that network A dominates network B, in terms of
diversity, if the following holds

Dvar (A) ≥ Dvar (B), Dbal (A) ≥ Dbal (B), andDdisp (A) ≥ Ddisp (B)

where at least one of the inequalities holds as a strict equality. In words, network
A dominates network B if it has at least one higher diversity component and no
lower components. The dominance of the points for the honeybee, chemotherapy,
diabetes, and PMCOAS networks was calculated and is shown in Figure 8.11. Of
the 61 points, 25 points were dominated. The first 10 of the 17 diabetes points
were dominated and first 15 of the 16 chemotherapy points were dominated. The
non-dominated region makes a Pareto frontier of efficient points and this is shown
in Figure 8.11.
From this plot we see that the honeybees and PMCOAS networks have nondominated points. This approach is helpful in eliminating two of the networks as
the most diverse, but this approach does not determine if the PMCOAS network or
honeybees network is the most diverse. Also, we have relied on averages for balance
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Figure 8.11. Dominance plot for chemical information networks for PMCOAS (pink),
chemotherapy (green), diabetes (red), and honeybees (blue).

and disparity when, in truth, these are distributions across the networks.

8.4.3.2

Diversity Heuristics

The purpose of developing a diversity heuristic is to combine the three diversity
components into a signle value to allow distinctions between networks in terms of
diversity.
Figure 8.12 gives results for ∆, the Rao-Stirling diversity heuristic, ∆edge , an
edge-based Rao-Stiring diversity, and, D, the diversity heuristic developed in this
dissertation for the diabetes, honeybees, chemotherapy, and PMCOAS summary
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Figure 8.12. Diversity heuristics a) ∆, Rao-Stirling, b) ∆edges Rao-Stirling for edges,
and c) D, the new diversity measure.

networks. Here we have added ∆edges to check if the Rao-Stirling diversity heuristic
gives favorable results using a binary indicator for presence of an edge. Specifically,

∆edges =

X

(dij )β (·pi · pj )α

ij(ij∈E)
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(8.1)

Also, note that for ∆ and ∆edges we have set the α and β parameters to 1.
Figure 8.12A shows that the honeybees network has the highest diversity both
by number of files and by year. There are no clear ranks for the other three networks
when looking at the Stirling diversity, ∆, by year or by number of files.
Figure 8.12B shows that the honeybees network has the highest diversity by
year to begin with, but in years 2011-2014 the chemotherapy network has higher
diversity. This trend is shown better when looking at diversity compared to the
number of files in the network. The honeybees network starts out with a higher
diversity amount than the other networks but ends with a smaller diversity than the
chemotherapy and diabetes networks. By year, we see that the larger the network
is the smaller ∆edges . The fact that networks are ranked in reverse order of size by
year can lead to confusing results. Also, we see that the diversity for all networks
seems to approach a stabilization point with some noise. In general, the plots in
Figure 8.12B do not do a good job in ranking the networks in terms of diversity.
Figure 8.12C shows two favorable things. First, the PMCOAS network has the
highest diversity by number of files and by year. This is important because the
network has such a larger variety (i.e., is magnitudes larger in number of nodes)
than the other networks.
Second, the honeybees network has smaller diversity by year but larger diversity
by files. We explain this in two parts. The honeybes network should have smaller
diversity by year because it’s size is much smaller than the diabetes and PMCOAS
networks (see Figure 8.10A and Table 8.7).
The diversity of the honeybees network is comparable to the diversity of the
chemotherapy network from 2006-2009 and the diversity of the honeybees network
is larger than the diversity of the chemotherapy network in 2010. Figure 8.10A
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shows the networks have similar numbers of chemicals (nodes). Table 8.7 shows
that the chemotherapy network has 81% and 47% more edges than the honeybees
network in 2006 and 2010, respectively. Recall that D is a summation over the
edges. It is then showing that a smaller network can be more diverse than a
large network. This occurs because of the higher balance and disparity within the
honeybee network compare to the chemotherapy network.
The honeybee network has larger diversity than the chemotherapy and diabetes
networks when comparing the networks by the number of files. Figure 8.10B and
8.10C suggest that the diabetes chemical summary network has higher proportional
balance and higher mean chemical disparity than the other networks. This supports
the conclusion that the honeybees network is a more diverse information network
when considering the number of files.
We note that our diversity measure is linear in the logarithm of the number
of files. This diversity measure is aggregated over the number of edges and is an
entropy measure. It has a maximum of the log2 |E|. Thus, the linear relationship
seen makes sense because of the power law relationship between the number of files
and the number of edges. What is interesting is that the intercept between the
different networks seems to change and the slope of the PMCOAS is different than
the other slopes.
We next created networks for the 10 additional keywords shown in Table 8.8.
These networks were chosen because they have size in the thousands of files with
some having more files than the diabetes network. The networks were constructed
yearly using the procedure defined above.
The diversity of these additional networks was tracked for each year. Results
are shown in Figure8.13 and include both the Rao-Stirling diversity heuristic, ∆,
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Table 8.8. Keywords and associated number of files for 10 additional networks.

Stem

Keywords

arthriti
bone
brain
breast
liver
lung
lymphoma

arthritis
bone, bones, boned, boning
brain, brains, brained
breast, breasts, breasted, breasting
liver, livers
lung, lungs, lunge, lunges, lunging
lymphoma, lymphomas
metabolic, metabolism, metabolically, metabolizing,
metabolize, metabolisms, metabolizers, metabolizes,
metabolities, metabolical, metabol, metabolics,
metabolized, metabole, metabolicity,
metabolous, metabolizer, metabolization
serum, serums, serumal
tumour, tumours, tumoural,
tumourous, tumoured, tumoures

metabol

serum
tumour

No. Files
3,277
8,021
12,167
10,010
8,007
8,776
2,356

11,832

10,194
5,131

in (B, D) and the newly developed diversity heuristic, D, in (A, C). For reference,
the results from the previous networks is included in the overlay.
Results support the idea that D provides a more separable conclusion of diversity
of the networks than ∆ provides. Linear trends are visible in the D results. We fit
regressions to the plot in Figure 8.13 (A) after removing points below 100 files (log10
= 2). This was done to reduce selection bias, as discussed in Chapter 6. Results
are provided in Table 8.9. We believe the intercept of these regressions provide
a sense of the inherent diversity of the keyword stems. Likewise, the coefficients
from the regressions provide the rate at which the network diversity grows as the
network grows.
Table 8.9 also supports the conclusion that the honeybees network (intercept
7.09) is more diverse than the diabetes network (intercept 6.64). It goes further than
the dominance approaches and the conclusions from Figure 8.10 by asserting that
the PMCOAS network has higher inherent diversity (intercept) than the Honeybees
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Figure 8.13. Diversity measures for additional studies for (A, C)D, the new diversity
heuristic; and (B, D) ∆, the Rao-Stirling diversity heuristic.

network.
A clear trend is that keywords with smaller inherent diversity have a higher
rate of diversity growth. To test this a linear regression was performed and shown
in Figure 8.14. The resultant linear model shows that the rate of diversity growth
is inversely proportional to one fourth the inherent diversity of an information
network. This result can be used in future studies to try to simulate to the growth
of fields.
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Table 8.9. Regression results for networks showing inherent diversity (intercept) and
rate of diversity change (beta).

Stem

Intercept

Beta

R2

4.62
7.49
7.18
6.34
4.77
6.64
7.09
5.89
7.07
5.34
7.55
10.91
5.85
5.98

1.81
1.07
1.25
1.22
1.98
1.27
1.32
1.65
1.26
1.70
1.27
0.29
1.49
1.46

0.95
0.99
1.00
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.89
0.99
0.97
0.99
0.97
0.71
0.99
0.99

arthriti
bone
brain
breast
Chemotherapy
Diabetes
Honeybees
liver
lung
lymphoma
metabol
PMCOAS
serum
tumour

8.5 Conclusions
This section introduced the diabetes and the honeybees chemical summarization
networks. It went through the Reading and Assembly steps for these areas and
visualized the resultant networks for a few snapshots in time. These networks
were developed to be compared to each other using network science measures and
the diversity. The chemotherapy network from the previous study and the entire
PMCOAS network were included here.
We found that the diabetes corpus is roughly four times larger than the
chemotherapy corpus and seventeen times larger than the honeybees corpus. This
suggests that diabetes is a topic of large interest in research today or, at a minimum,
that many journals who publish diabetes research articles are open access. The
keywords highlight concepts of diabetes mellitus, the common form of diabetes
among patients. Elements of type 1, type 2 and gestational diabetes are seen
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Figure 8.14. Linear model of inherent diversity and rate of diversity growth.

within the top keyword stems. The chemicals list provide insight into treatments
for diabetes patients. But, Table 8.1 shows one drawback of using this chemical
stop list though: glucose does not appear as a top chemical for diabetes. This is
potentially problematic because diabetes is directly related to glucose regulation.
Glucose does not appear because it is the second most frequent chemical mentioned
throughout the PMCOAS corpus and is on the chemical stop list. As shown in
Table 8.3 the association rules have high confidence. In fact, two rules have 100%
confidence indicating that the antecedent never occurs without the consequent
appearing. Additional filtering techniques could be used to decrease the number of
rules being investigated. One example would be to consider a minimum support
threshold of each antecedent and consequent.
The Reading and Assembly results for honeybees give an idea of what the
literature was investigating. The top keywords suggest that social behavior and
venom are two main areas of research. An interesting link between honeybees and
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diabetes was made using two of the association rules from Table 8.6. It was found
honeybee venom (e.g., mellitin) has been used to assuage diabetic issues in diabetic
rats (Mousavi et al., 2012). While this paper is in our corpus, we believe that future
studies can make use of the methodology to improve literature based discovery
algorithms.
The diversity components and heuristics for the honeybee, chemotherapy, diabetes, and PMCOAS summary networks were tested. Results suggest that the
honeybee network is the most diverse network when considering the number of
files and the diabetes network is the most diverse network when considering year.
Honeybee literature shows that in 2006 research shifted heavily towards investigating colony collapse disorder (e.g., see Cox-Foster et al., 2007). The hunt for
preventative chemicals might suggest why there is a larger chemical diversity in
the honeybee literature than in the diabetes or chemotherapy literature. To our
knowledge, there were not similar breadth-based research needs in diabetes of
chemotherapy literature during this time.
An additional ten networks were tested for diversity. Linear regressions of the
diversity-file plots were computed for all 14 networks. The intercept represents
the inherent (or base) diversity in the network when there are no nodes. The beta
coefficient represents the rate of diversity growth. These results further supported
that the honeybees network is more diverse than the diabetes network. And, these
results suggest that the PMCOAS network is more inherently diverse than the
honeybees network.
It was shown that the diversity heuristic measure developed here separates the
diversity for the networks tested. This should be considered further and applied
to different domains, networks, and research problems in the future. The measure
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provides the best combination of the diversity components for the study in this
Chapter. And, while we proved that the Rao-Stirling heuristic has an unfavorable
asymptotic property when applied to information networks, we can’t guarantee
that our measure will perform better in all problems.
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Chapter 9 |
Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation a methodology is formulated and investigated that uses automation to develop entity summaries from large literature corpora. The goal in
developing the methodology is to provide a means to increase the efficiency of
research by summarizing, both visually and quantitatively, sub-domains of interest
within large bodies of literature. Additionally, special attention was given to the
concept of diversity for the created entity summaries.
The methodology is broken down into three sub-problems: Reading, Assembly,
and Interpretation. We feel that this delineation is straightforward and follows the
progression of research conducted manually. A flexible methodology was presented
that can be generalized to various types of data. The PubMed Central Open
Access Subset (PMCOAS), which consisted of 740,418 files before data cleaning,
was used as the data source for experimentation in this dissertation. Chemicals
were the entities of interest and keywords were used as surrogates for topics in the
experimentation.
This methodology excludes much of the other meta-data stored within literature
files. For example, it could be helpful for a researcher to see which papers were
given grants, where the papers were written, the number of citations that the
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paper received, the number of previous citations of the authors, the importance of
the journal, and the reference information of the work. Many of these values are
commonly assessed in bibliometric or scientometric analyses. They could be used
to improve the determination of connections between topics and chemicals. These
should all be considered in future work.
We model topics in the methodology, but we simplified this in experimentation.
We used a simple keyword extraction and stemming approach for tagging the
documents. Our keyword approach only includes unigrams. In the future, higher
order n-grams could help access topics better, and topic modeling should be
considered.
To our knowledge, this is the first work that performs chemical named entity
recognition and keyword extraction on the entirety of PMCOAS for the use in
summarization. Through this process one is able to summarize the cross-section of
life sciences research that was sampled. This work has shown what can be learned
from exploring the chemicals within life sciences research. Future tests should
explore how this methodology could be applied to other areas of chemistry and to
other entities than chemicals.
The stop lists created for the PMCOAS should be shared for future studies.
These stop lists provide a large amount of detail for research being conducted in the
biomedical and life sciences domains. While the value of stop lists has been shown
in other domains many times before this research (e.g., see Fox, 1989), no such
chemical stop lists existed, to our knowledge, before this research. Note that several
lists of common chemicals exist on the web, including Wikipedia. The chemical
stop list in Table 4.5 should be used in future studies as a list of chemicals that are
cross-disciplinary within biomedical and life sciences research. These chemicals are
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considered those that most biomedical and life science researchers will be familiar
with; however, determining the right cut point for the stop list is an open research
question. On the chemical stop list, water is the number one chemical with 3.77%
of total mentions. D-glucopyranose (or simply glucose) had 2.81% of total mentions.
As mentioned, the top chemicals can be split into categories such as common
chemicals, predatory materials, extraction material, elements, and domain specific
compounds (e.g., drugs, glucose). An open area of research is to compare the stop
lists from samples of different areas of chemistry such as, inorganic vs. organic or
manufacturing vs. life sciences.
A drawback to the use of the stop lists was that glucose did not appear in the
top chemicals associated with diabetes. This methodology is not done to explain
diseases’ underlying pathways nor is this methodology generative of hypothetical
pathways. For this reason it is acceptable to remove the chemical stop list before
analyzing the case studies. It is expected that glucose plays a role in a majority of
case studies that could be developed using this approach since glucose is the second
most frequent chemical across PMCOAS. Nevertheless, it might be considered
misleading to present a summary network of diabetes without glucose.
The structure of the tri-modal weighted co-occurrence hypergraph used in the
Assembly problem was adapted from work in Twitter data by C. Wagner and
Strohmaier (2010). It remains open to see how this modified approach works in
social network analysis. Also, the experimental approach used herein could be
altered to consider sentence or paragraph parsing and semantic relationships from
the text. Sentence or paragraph parsing could provide a more granular view of
co-occurrence interactions and semantic relationships would provide more valuable
results. These all should be considered in future studies.
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The hypergraph was projected into a bimodal and two unimodal networks for
the experimentation. The projection approach included aggregated streams of
data, chemicals (entities), or keywords (acting as surrogates for topics). Originally,
parsimonious count-based weights were used but they suffered from having certain
chemicals and keywords with too high of weights. This was due to the heavy-tailed
distribution of chemical and keyword mentions. It was determined that the best
model for weights was one that included terms for both term frequency and inverse
entity frequency. An immediate drawback to this approach is that the addition
of a new file necessitates recalculating weights for the network. In future studies,
alternate weighting schemes should be studied to see if one provides a more robust
approach to handling frequent entities and keywords. Also, because inverse entity
weight is used instead of inverse document weight, as done in (Hossain et al., 2012),
it is possible for two nodes that occur only once and occur with each other to have
an edge weight of one. For this reason we limited our analysis of links to nodes
that had appeared in at least 10 documents.
The Rao-Stirling diversity framework (Rao, 1982; Stirling, 2007) was introduced.
It was shown that this framework was originally designed for systems. It was
adapted for information summary networks in this work. It was proven that the
Rao-Stirling diversity heuristic, ∆, displayed undesirable asymptotic traits for these
networks, so a Shannon entropy-based heuristic, D, was introduced. D was shown
to give better experimental results here. This is arguably because ∆ was designed
for systems and ignores edges while D was designed for networks and incorporates
edge information. In the future, this diversity work should be extended in two
ways. First, a node-level diversity measure is of interest in combining the ideas
of homophily with network entropy and size. Second, the information network
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diversity measure developed should be tested on other types of networks. It may
provide valuable insights in social network analysis or another well researched area.
The experimental results were split into three case studies. The first case study
tested the relationship between the number of unique chemical entities and the
number of files. It was found that a power law relationship exists similar to that of
Herdan’s and Heaps’ Law. In particular, f iles ∝ chemicalsα where 0.5 ≤ α ≤ 0.7.
We pointed out that this relationship doesn’t hold well for less than 100 files. This
is likely due to the size differences in samples of files. From visual inspection of the
entity summarization networks provided in Chapter 7 and 8, we recommend using
at least 1,000 chemicals to construct a network. This is a personal preference based
on visually comparing the amount of change in the ranking of nodes in the networks
after 1,000 papers. In future research, this change could be better characterized
and studied, similar to diversity as stated previously.
The second case study validated and verified the results from the methodology
using a subset of chemotherapy articles. The articles were derived according to
author-provided keywords that included the word chemotherapy as done in Chonde
et al. (2015). In this experiment we showed that the use of author-provided
keywords has certainly lower recall since almost 50% of the PMCOAS files don’t
contain author-provided keywords. We showed that using author-derived keywords
for chemotherapy finds only 2,257 of the 11,514 articles found using our keyword
extraction and stemming algorithm. This suggests that our extraction algorithm
finds a large number of articles but the precision and recall of this approach was
not tested. In the future, better topic modeling and keyword extraction should be
considered.
Finding appropriate ways to validate and verify summaries from text is very
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hard. As described in the literature review, there are limited ways to test summaries.
Spärck Jones (2007) provides an in-depth argument as to why it is so challenging to
validate and verify text summaries. In this work we choose to use gold-standards
from literature. We choose the lists of common chemicals in chemotherapy from ACS
(2015) and WHO (2015) as gold-standards. We tested the ability of our methodology
to predict the most important chemicals. We that using the frequency of each
chemical and using the degree of the chemical in the chemical-chemical network
performed substantively the same in terms of AUC. Neither approach had good
precision when limited to making around 50 predictions. The ACS and WHO do
not necessarily intend for their lists to be considered the most important chemicals
within chemotherapy and likely have different intentions than summarizing what is
in literature. For this reason, additional validation and verification tests should be
done with other gold-standards wherever possible.
We also validated the links between chemicals in the chemotherapy summary
network. We first showed that association rules in text mining indicate, for example,
that dexamethasone and granistron are two of the most common treatments for
chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting (Hesketh, 2008). We then showed
how these rules remain in the network when looking locally at chemotherapy
induced nausea and vomiting. We followed this up by showing that, globally, our
chemical-chemical network provides other rules and validated them using literature.
The visualizations of the entity summary networks presented for the chemotherapy, diabetes, and honeybees case studies are snap shots in time. They show the
size of the network, the top nodes by degree, and the clusters (to some level of visual
resolution) of these nodes. Static inspection of these visuals limits the amount that
can be learned from them. An inter-active approach to investigating the networks
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would be more valuable for users. This should be considered for future work. Also,
an algorithm that tracks these clusters throughout time in an automated fashion
would be very useful. It could help in identifying trends in research and, possibly,
perform predictions similar to literature based discovery.
While three types of aggregations were presented in the methodology, only
keyword streams are used in testing. In particular, the keyword stems relating to
chemotherapy, diabetes, and honeybees are used to create three keyword streams.
These streams are used in validation and verification of the methodology in Chapter 7
and exploring diversity of the information summary networks in Chapter 8. In the
future, the other streams should be tested.
The final area of future work is in the interpretation and application of diversity
to other research problems. In this work, the diversity of the chemical information
summary networks is interpreted as the diversity of chemical connections that
make up a research stream. More generally, we consider our diversity measure
as a surrogate for the diversity of research in a particular stream. For example,
seeing that honeybees has a more chemically diverse summarization network than
diabetes suggests that honeybee researchers draw from a more diverse portion of
chemistry. This does not imply that honeybee research is somehow harder or more
complex. Instead, we believe that it means that the field is more interdisciplinary
in terms of chemical knowledge.
This work makes no claim as to the benefit or drawback associated with being
more interdisciplinary. We provide two possible uses of this work and discuss how
they might benefit from quantifying diversity.
It is known that a diverse product offering is a double-edged sword. On one
hand, being focused on too many products can make it hard to be competitive with
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any one product. On the other hand, being focused on too few products leaves the
company open to large losses when competitors improve their offerings. It would
be particularly interesting for a (chemical) company to sort through job postings,
reports, etc. to assess their own (chemical) product summary network and compare
that with their competitors. This might show areas of strength of weakness that
could potentially aid in business strategy decisions.
A large research area has emerged in scientometrics that focuses on capturing
the interdisciplinary nature of research. Several authors (Chavarro, Tang, & Rafols,
2014; Leydesdorff & Rafols, 2011; Mugabushaka, Kyriakou, & Papazoglou, 2015;
Porter & Rafols, 2009; Rafols, Porter, & Leydesdorff, 2010; C. S. Wagner et al.,
2011) have written about and utilized the Rao-Stirling heuristic in interdisciplinary
work. Largely citation analysis was used to determine the disparity between articles
and, subsequently, these articles were categorized into disciplines and diversity
was calculated. We believe that this may be incorrectly estimating the difference
between domains and an approach that uses a more stable measure of homophily
between domains might make more sense. It would be interesting to see how the
approach in this dissertation would compare to those presented above.
Determining an ideal diversity range exists for making discoveries is an interesting open question. For example, the diversity within the 62 files from dietary
fish oil-Raynaud’s Syndrome discovery is 8.26. The networks tested herein had a
diversity growth rate (beta value in Table 8.9) between 0.29 and 1.98. Taking this
range as the possible values, we might expect the inherent diversity of Swanson’s
corpus to be between 4.70 and 7.74. This range covers the diversity of all of the
networks except the PMCOAS network and the arthritis network. Thus, future
studies are needed to build upon this idea and to optimize discovery conditions.
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Further, a generative model of diversification of a field should be developed.
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Appendix |
Keyword Stop List

Table .1: Stemmed Keyword Stop List
Stem
Frequency
patient
630681
studi

578875

result

571328

cell
use
treatment
method

459586
324189
304365
303388

express

300199

data
analysi
cancer

284091
283519
271103

Keywords
patients, patient, patiente, patientes,
patiently
study, studies, studied, studying, studie,
studi, studys
results, result, resulting, resulted, resultant, resultants
cells, cell, celled, celle, celles
using, useful, usefulness, usefully, useing
treatment, treatments, treatmental
methods, method, methodical, methodically, methode, methodes, methodic
expression, expressed, expressing, express, expressions, expresses, expressive,
expressivity, expressiveness, expressers,
expresser, expressible, expressence, expressibility, expressively, expressivities
data, datas
analysis, analysi, analysys
cancer, cancers, cancerous, cancerization, canceration, cancerized, canceric
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
associ
262356 associated, association, associations, associate, associates, associative, associating, associational, associatively, associe,
associability, associ, associant, associator, associativity, associeated, associed,
associent, associer
diseas
246917 disease, diseases, diseased
background
239740 background,
backgrounds,
backgrounder, backgrounding
protein
235897 protein, proteins, proteinous, proteine,
proteinic, proteineous, proteinization
base
235430 based, base, bases, basing
gene
233650 gene, genes, genee, genees
health
217822 health, healthful, healthfulness, healthfully, healthed, healths
clinic
216260 clinical, clinically, clinic, clinics
risk
215620 risk, risks, risking, risked
level
205600 levels, level, leveled, leveling, levelling,
levelled, leveles, levelings, levelized
human
203786 human, humans, humanized, humanity, humanities, humane, humanism, humanization, humanely, humanizing, humanness, humaneness, humanize, humanizes
signific
201096 significant, significance, significances,
significancy, significently
compar
197080 compared, compare, comparative, comparing, comparable, compares, comparatively, comparator, comparability, comparably, comparators, comparer, comparables, comparant, compar, comparation, comparativeness, comparatives,
comparism, comparisms, comparments
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
activ
194831 activity, activation, active, activities,
activated, activating, activator, activate, activates, actively, activators, activations, actives, activism, activ, activable, activational, actived, activeness,
activability, activateds, activationally,
activatives
time
192336 time, times, timing, timely, timed, timings
effect
190518 effects, effect, effective, effectiveness, effectively, effected, effecting, effectivity,
effecter, effectives, effecters, effectible,
effection, effections
control
188887 control, controls, controlled, controlling,
controller, controllable, controllers, controllability, controllably, controling, controled, controle, controles
significantli
186506 significantly
increas
178365 increased, increase, increasing, increases, increaseing, increasers, increaseds, increasement, increaser
found
175095 found, founded, founding, founds
model
167220 model, models, modeling, modelling,
modeled, modelled, modeller, modelers, modellers, modeler, modelization,
modell, modelable, modelings, modele,
modelability, modelizations, modelized,
modellable, modellings, modellization
conclus
166554 conclusion, conclusions, conclusive, conclusively, conclusiveness
specif
162965 specific, specificity, specifically, specification, specificities, specifications,
specifics, specifity, specifities, specif,
specifed, specificed, specificing
relat
162296 related, relation, relating, relations, relate, relates, relational, relat, relatable,
relationally, relatated, relatational, relateive
age
161402 age, aged, aging, ages, ageing, agee
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
factor
159868 factors, factor, factorization, factored,
factoring, factorizations, factores, factorized, factorize, factorable, factorizing, factorizes
role
158560 role, roles
type
154864 type, types, typing, typed, typings
induc
153868 induced, induce, induces, inducing, inducible, inducer, inducers, inducibility,
inducibly, inducement, inducibilities, inducements, inducive
respons
152703 response, responses, responsible, responsive, responsiveness, responsibility, responsibilities, responsivity, responsibly,
responsable, responsables, responsivities, responsively, responsed, responsabilities, responsers, responsibles
care
151707 care, careful, carefully, caring, cared,
cares, carefulness, careds
develop
146662 development, developed, developing, develop, developments, develops, developers, developer, develope, developability, developement, developements, developes, developped, developping
system
145944 system, systems, systemic, systemically,
systemizing, systemize, systemized, systeme, systemical, systemics
dna
145483 dna, dnas
low
142992 low, lowe, lowing, lows, lowed
function
142524 function, functional, functions, functioning, functionally, functionality, functionalized, functionalities, functionalization,
functioned, functionals, functionalizing,
functionalize, functionalizations, functionings, functionability, functionizing
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
potenti
142422 potential, potentially, potentials, potentiation, potentiated, potentiate, potentiates, potentiating, potentiality, potentialities, potentiators, potentiator, potentiative, potenty, potenti, potentialization, potentialized
observ
137636 observed, observations, observation, observational, observe, observer, observers,
observing, observable, observance, observables, observability, observes, observant, observably, observationally, observances, observants, observ, observered
includ
135517 including, included, include, includes,
includer, includs
identifi
134318 identified, identify, identifying, identifies, identifier, identifiable, identifiers,
identifiability, identifi, identifiably, identifiant, identifie, identifyed
popul
132165 population, populations, populated,
populate, populous, populating, populational, populates, popul, populism
therapi
131652 therapy, therapies, therapie
tumor
130482 tumor, tumors, tumoral, tumorous, tumores, tumored, tumoric, tumorization,
tumorally
chang
130060 changes, change, changed, changing,
chang, changings
research
128250 research, researchers, researcher, researches, researched, researching, researchable, researchs
infect
125775 infection, infected, infections, infectivity, infective, infect, infecting, infects,
infectives, infectability, infectable, infectants, infectivities, infecteds, infectibility, infectible, infectiveness, infectant
report
124082 reported, report, reports, reporting, reporter, reporters, reportable, reporte,
reportability, reportings, reportably, reportes
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
rate
123674 rate, rates, rated, rating, ratings
respect
122307 respectively, respect, respective, respects, respected, respecting, respectful,
respectable, respectfully, respectability,
respectably, respectant, respectfulness,
respectives, respectivity
inform
118131 information, informed, inform, informative, informal, informants, informing,
informant, informational, informs, informativeness, informations, informally,
informativity, informalization, informationally, informatively, informer, informers, informe, informality
perform
117221 performed, performance, perform, performing, performances, performs, performers, performer, performable, performative, performant, performation, performic, performe, performes
posit
116696 positive, position, positively, positions,
positivity, positioning, positioned, positional, positives, posit, posits, posited,
positionally, positing, positivities, positiveness, positionings
review
116037 review, reviewed, reviews, reviewers, reviewing, reviewer, reviewable
test
115753 test, tested, tests, testing, testes, testings, teste
tissu
115265 tissue, tissues, tissu, tissus
receptor
115249 receptor, receptors, receptoral
suggest
115006 suggest, suggests, suggesting, suggested,
suggestive, suggestions, suggestion, suggestively, suggestibility, suggestible, suggeste, suggestings
drug
114944 drug, drugs, drugged, drugging
differ
108985 differences, difference, differed, differs,
differing, differents, differance, differe,
differencies, differented, differenting, differred
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
genom
108855 genome, genomic, genomes, genomics,
genomically, genomering, genoms,
genom, genomancy, genomed, genomical
structur
107671 structure, structural, structures, structured, structurally, structuring, structuration, structuralism, structuralized,
structur, structurable, structurants
provid
107190 provide, provides, provided, providing,
providers, provider, providence, provident, provid, providences, provids
reduc
106419 reduced, reduce, reducing, reduces, reducible, reducers, reducer, reducibility,
reduc
sampl
104469 samples, sample, sampling, sampled,
samplings, sampl
follow
103742 following, follow, followed, follows, followers, follower, followings, followability
mechan
102401 mechanisms, mechanism, mechanical,
mechanically, mechanics, mechanic,
mechanized, mechanization
addit
101007 addition, additional, additionally, additive, additives, additions, additivity,
additively, addit, additioned
sequenc
100295 sequence, sequences, sequencing, sequenced, sequencer, sequencers, sequenceable, sequenceing, sequencings,
sequencs
involv
99991 involved, involvement, involving, involves, involve, involvements, involvment, involv, involveing
day
96895 days, day
outcom
96568 outcome, outcomes, outcoming, outcomings
evalu
96419 evaluated, evaluation, evaluate, evaluating, evaluations, evaluates, evaluable,
evaluative, evaluators, evaluator, evaluability, evalu, evalue, evaluer
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
measur
96399 measured, measures, measure, measurements, measurement, measuring, measurable, measurably, measureable, measurability, measurer, measurers, measurment, measurments, measureing
process
95927 process, processes, processing, processed, processivity, processive, processively, processable, processability, processings, procession, processible, processivities, processibility, processer
investig
95860 investigated, investigate, investigation,
investigations, investigating, investigators, investigates, investigator, investigational, investigative, investig, investigationally, investige
target
95477 target, targets, targeted, targeting, targetable, targetting, targetability, targetted, targeter, targeters
determin
95417 determine, determined, determination,
determinants, determining, determinant, determines, determinations, determinate, determinism, determinative, determinates, determiner, determinated,
determinable, determinability, determiners, determin, determinator, determinisms, determinables, determinably,
determinancy, determinately, determinating, determinatively, determinators
demonstr
94986 demonstrated, demonstrate, demonstrates, demonstrating, demonstration,
demonstrable, demonstrations, demonstrably, demonstrator, demonstrators,
demonstrative, demonstratively, demonstrateing, demonstrational
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
signal
94614 signaling, signal, signals, signalling, signaled, signalled, signalings, signalized,
signalment, signalization, signallings,
signallers, signaler, signalers, signally,
signalizing, signalant, signalize, signaller
regul
94333 regulation, regulated, regulate, regulates, regulating, regulator, regulators,
regulations, regulative, regulable, regulational
assess
94008 assessed, assessment, assess, assessing,
assessments, assesses, assessable, assessement, assessible, assessability, assessements, assessibility
region
92151 region, regions, regional, regionally, regionalization, regionalized, regionalizing, regione, regionalize, regionality, regionalism, regiones
examin
91791 examined, examination, examine, examinations, examining, examines, examiner, examiners, examinated, examinable, examin, examinability, examinant, examinating, examinator
detect
91140 detected, detection, detect, detecting,
detectable, detects, detectability, detections, detectably, detective, detectible,
detectives, detectivity, detecter, detectabilities, detectibility, detectibly, detectivities
caus
90747 cause, caused, causes, causing,
causative, causatively, causeing
interact
90182 interaction, interactions, interact, interacting, interacts, interactive, interacted, interactively, interactivity, interactional, interactants, interactivities, interactance, interactant, interacte, interacters
Continued on next page
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Table .1 – continued from previous page
Stem
Frequency
Keywords
improv
90107 improved, improve, improvement, improving, improvements, improves, improvers, improver, improvable, improvment, improv, improvized
indic
88744 indicate, indicated, indicating, indicates, indicators, indices, indicator, indications, indication, indicative, indice,
indicants, indicatives, indicatively, indiced, indicence
predict
88701 predicted, prediction, predict, predictive, predicting, predictions, predicts,
predictable, predictability, predictably,
predictivity, predictiveness, predictively,
predictabilities, predictivities, predictives
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